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Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) based field measurements have been proposed as a
possible solution to provide calibration data for large ground based radio telescope arrays,
such as the Mid Frequency Aperture Array (MFAA) planned for the Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) project. As such, we investigate the viability of performing antenna radia-
tion pattern measurements in the frequency range 450–1450 MHz utilising a quad-copter
equipped with a test source in the form of two orthogonal transmitting dipole antennas.
The vehicle is fitted with the necessary flight controllers to enable autonomous naviga-
tion and uses a differential GPS (DGPS) module featuring real-time kinematics (RTK)
to improve on the positional accuracy obtained from conventional GPS systems.
Given the proposed size of the MFAA, the far-field region of the array, or it’s vari-
ous sub-arrays, may exist at distances where measurement via UAVs becomes infeasible.
Therefore, we go on to consider measurements performed in the near-field, from which a
suitable near- to far-field transformation algorithm can be used in order to determine the
far-field radiation pattern. The effect of random positional errors associated with DGPS
on two different near- to far-field transformations, namely the planar plane wave expan-
sion (PPWE) and the fast irregular antenna field transformation algorithm (FIAFTA),
are investigated. The study shows that FIAFTA greatly outperforms the PPWE with
regard to resilience to probe positioning errors. We find that the PPWE breaks down
rapidly even for positional errors on the order of λ/50, whereas FIAFTA is seen to pro-
duce reasonable results up to error levels of λ/20. Considering a positional inaccuracy
of 5 cm, typically associated with DGPS/RTK systems, we find that FIAFTA can pro-
duce satisfactory results across the whole frequency band of interest. However, in order to
achieve these results, it was necessary to significantly increase the number of measurement
samples from that necessitated by the minimum sampling requirements of the algorithm.
Additional practical issues are also considered, such as an investigation into how to
distribute a reference signal through the system. This is necessary in order to measure the
phase response of the system under test, which is required in near- to far-field transforma-
tion. Given the nature of UAV measurements, this reference signal must be provided in a
detached fashion, which we accomplish by incorporating a second antenna into the mea-
surement process. With the receiving characteristics of this reference antenna well-known,
we are able to extract the phase of the measured response at the test antenna, allowing
for its far-field pattern to be predicted. While this method works well in general, we find
that one must be careful in setting up the measurement configuration, a sentiment which
is reinforced by results obtained from a practical near-field measurement attempting to
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1.1 Radio Astronomy and the SKA
[1] Ever since Karl Jansky first detected radio waves emanating from the Milky Way [2],
the field of radio astronomy has been gaining steady interest, especially in the last few
decades. Today, modern radio astronomy projects take the form of global initiatives,
which design and make use of radio telescopes with ever-increasing sensitivity, budget
and scale. This degree of commitment, seen in scientific and governmental institutions
alike, is no more prevalent than in the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project, which has
attracted many international partners. With an unprecedented scale and a global backing,
the SKA seeks to probe ground-breaking areas of science, such as galaxy formation, the
evolution of black holes, and the search for extra-terrestrial life [3].
Upon completion, the proposed system will make observations of the universe at fre-
quencies from 70 MHz up to 30 GHz, and consist of a collecting area of up to one million
square metres [4]. Such an undertaking is no small feat and the project will consist of a
number of phases, each being built on insights garnered from various pathfinder systems
[5]. These precursor telescopes will test various proposed technologies and attempt to
solve some of the unique design challenges posed by the SKA. Some pathfinders, such as
MeerKAT in South Africa [6], ASKAP [7] and the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) [8]
in Australia, and LOFAR [9] in the Netherlands, are now functioning telescopes and are
busy providing data which will prove valuable in advancing the project further. These sys-
tems target various frequency bands by utilising different technologies, each with their own
set of characteristic traits. MeerKAT, operating in the frequency band 580 MHz–3.5 GHz,
and ASKAP, operating between 700 MHz–1.8 GHz, make use of reflector antenna systems.
In order to cover lower frequencies in the range 30–300 MHz, aperture arrays (AAs), such
as LOFAR and the MWA, have been proposed as the technology of choice. These two
differing technologies under investigation by the SKA are juxtaposed in Fig 1.1.1, with
MeerKAT and the MWA representing examples of reflector and AA systems respectively.
While the ubiquitous reflector antenna may be more familiar to the general public, initial
radio telescopes were, in fact, AAs.
1
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(a) MeerKAT [6] (b) MWA [8]
Figure 1.1.1: Pathfinder telescopes
1.1.1 Aperture arrays and the MFAA
Due to advances in computing and signal processing, aperture arrays have seen a recent
resurgence in the field and can offer significant advantages in field-of-view, scanning speed
and possibly cost. Aperture arrays are able to synthesize large collecting areas by com-
bining signals from a number of antenna elements placed in a specific configuration. By
electronically introducing different delays into each of these signal paths, the radiation
pattern of the array can be manipulated, allowing one to focus the pattern in different
directions. This process, known as beam-forming, attempts to focus the radiation pattern
into a main lobe, the direction of which can be varied (steered) across the observation
domain [10]. As depicted in Figure 1.1.2, this ability to direct the radiation pattern
by artificially introducing delays (or shifting the phases) of various incoming signals dif-
ferentiates AAs from reflector systems, where the antenna is directed via mechanical
means. How the elements of an array are placed in a relation to one another, i.e. their
baselines, plays a pivotal role in the system’s performance and is the topic of much dis-
cussion. Furthermore, elements can be grouped into different stations and sub-stations,
with beam-forming taking place at various stages. With this technology it is possible to
form multiple-beams, which can be electronically steered to scan the observation domain
in an extremely rapid fashion. This, together with the durability allowed for by the lack




Figure 1.1.2: Schematic demonstrating the different steering mechanisms in AAs and
reflectors [10]
The SKA plans to make full use of the benefits offered by AA technology with the low
frequency aperture array (LFAA), which will function in the lowest planned frequency
band from 50–350 MHz [11]. Due to the relatively long wavelengths at these frequencies,
the components of a reflector antenna would have to be too large to make construction
feasible. Instead, the LFAA will make use of log-periodic dipole array (LPDA) elements,
an example of which can be seen in Figure 1.1.3a, named SKALA (the SKA LPDA) [12].
Building on the work of LOFAR and the MWA, an array of 256 of these antennas has
been deployed in Western Australia as a prototype for the LFAA [13]. This demonstrator,
shown in Figure 1.1.3b, serves to provide further insights into the practicality of a full
scale system.
(a) SKALA antenna [12] (b) Station of 256 SKALA antennas [13]
Figure 1.1.3: SKA low frequency prototype in Western Australia
The Mid-Frequency Aperture Array (MFAA), proposed for the next phase of the SKA,
will extend the technologies of the LFAA to the frequency range 450–1450 MHz [14]. While
most of this band is already covered by reflector arrays such as MeerKAT, the wide FoV
and scanning speed make AAs particularly apt at studying transient events, such as fast
radio bursts (FRBs) [15]. A number of front-end designs have been proposed for the
3
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instrument, featuring different antenna elements and configurations. Candidates include
a sparse array featuring an adaptation of the SKALA antenna in Figure 1.1.4a [16] and
a dense array of Vivaldi antennas seen in the EMBRACE system, Figure 1.1.4b [17].
Other candidates include printed dipole or octagonal ring arrays, which provide a durable
and scalable solution. Regardless of the chosen design, the essence of the instrument
remains the same: implement large numbers of elements with a wide field of view (FoV)
and use powerful computing and electronic beam-forming to achieve incredibly fast survey
speeds. While this wide FoV is by design, it poses a significant challenge when it comes
to calibration, which must be performed over the entire FoV simultaneously.
(a) 16 LPDA elements in Cambridge, UK [16] (b) Vivaldi antennas in EMBRACE [17]
Figure 1.1.4: Candidates for the MFAA
1.1.2 Calibration and Verification
In order to make accurate observations of the universe, radio astronomers require that
their antenna–receiver systems be well calibrated. Calibration, in general, refers to the
process of reconciling the expected output of a system with that of the actual measured
result for a given observation. In so doing, one is able to elucidate various environmental
and instrumental factors affecting the system which, left unaccounted for, would corrupt
the results of the experiment. When dealing with antenna arrays, calibration is performed
in numerous ways and on various levels of the system. That being said, the general pro-
cess remains the same: input a known signal into the component and use the measured
result (instrumental response) to adjust the system parameters in order to obtain a true
representation of the input signal [18]. Once the necessary adjustments are made, the
system can proceed with the target measurement. By removing the effects of the in-
strument, one is able to compare the results of the experiment with others, performed
on different instruments and at different times. The response of an entire array can be
calibrated by observing a point source whose characteristics are very well defined. The
choice of calibration source depends largely on what is being measured in the experiment
and which factors are to be accounted for. Furthermore, the instrumental response is, in
general, a function of the observation direction and a calibration source should reside in
4
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close proximity to the target field. Alternatively, self-calibration (self-cal) techniques ex-
ist, whereby the actual target source is used to improve its own image. These techniques,
which exploit redundancies in the measured data, now dominate the field over traditional
calibration [19].
With the recent interest in aperture arrays, new demands are being placed on cali-
bration routines. Algorithms must be adapted to account for the different phenomena
affecting these instruments, such as that in [20], where the self-cal algorithm is extended
to take into account directional dependent ionospheric effects. Given the sheer number
of signal paths in the MFAA, existing calibration routines may become too computation-
ally expensive to render them practical [21], and efforts must be made to optimise the
process. Additionally, these routines depend on calibration sources in the observation do-
main with a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) and, as shown in [22], is not always possible
when considering smaller subsystems or prototype arrays which one may wish to charac-
terise. These systems do not always posses the necessary sensitivity or digital back-ends
required to perform astronomical observations and one must seek other methods to verify
the system.
1.2 Antenna Pattern Measurements
The radiation pattern of an antenna, which informs as to the ability to transmit or
receive a signal in a given direction, is a major consideration in most antenna designs.
While computational electromagnetic solvers can be used to predict this pattern to a
reasonable accuracy, it is often necessary to validate a new design by performing a practical
measurement on a prototype element. Considering the iterative design process of the SKA,
whereby various pathfinders are deployed and analysed to improve subsequent designs,
real-world measurements are of utmost importance in order to validate technologies.
1.2.1 Radiating Fields
Consider an antenna radiating in the spherical coordinate system, where a point anywhere
in the field is described by the position vector r = rr̂ + θθ̂ + φφ̂, with r̂, θ̂, φ̂ being the
unit vectors in the radial, polar and azimuthal directions respectively. Very far away from
the antenna, the field is seen to radiate in the r̂-direction from a point centred on the
origin. Here, the electric and magnetic field components, E and H, are perpendicular
to the direction of propagation, forming a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) field mode






where η = 120π Ω is the wave impedance of free space. Given that we can relate the E-
and H-fields in this way, it is only necessary to consider one of these components when
describing the radiation pattern of an antenna. For this, it is common to consider the





Eθ(θ, φ)θ̂ + Eφ(θ, φ)φ̂
)
, (1.2.2)
where 1/r and e−jkr denotes the divergence and phase factors respectively, with k being
the wave number and r the distance from the origin to the field point r = |r|. Eθ(θ, φ)
and Eφ(θ, φ) represent the θ̂ and φ̂ components of the electric field respectively and it is
convenient to group these terms in what can be referred to as the electric field radiation
pattern function
F(θ, φ) = Eθ(θ, φ)θ̂ + Eφ(θ, φ)φ̂, (1.2.3)
which gives the angular distribution of the electric field. Note that (1.2.3) is a function
of direction alone and is not dependent on the distance r from the antenna. This is a
direct stipulation in the definition of the far-field region, also known as the Fraunhofer
region, which is “that region of the field of an antenna where the angular field distribution
is essentially independent of the distance from a specified point in the antenna’s region”
[24]. While the distance at which the far-field approximation of (1.2.2) holds true is





where λ is the wavelength at the frequency in question and D is the maximum dimension
of the antenna. This region is taken to contain only the radiating field components, as
opposed to the region directly surrounding the antenna which is dominated by reactive,
evanescent waves and is called the reactive near-field region. This region is commonly
taken to exist for r < 0.62
√
D3/λ. The the region between this reactive near-field and









is known as the radiating near-field or Fresnel region. While reactive field components
still exist here, the region is dominated by the radiating field contributions [25]. Unlike
in the far-field region, E and H are no longer related by (1.2.1) and the angular field
distribution varies as a function of distance r away from the antenna. This variation in
r is seen as the result of interactions between the field components, which constructively
and destructively interfere as the waves propagate outward.
For our purposes, we are interested in the power of radiated field, the square amplitude
of the electric field pattern |F (θ, φ)|2. For an antenna under test (AUT), this can be
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measured by placing a probe antenna in the far-field of the AUT and recording the
received power for different θ and φ angles. Depending on the size of the AUT, this is
performed either in an anechoic chamber or on an outdoor measurement range, where
mechanical positioning systems are used to orientate the AUT and probe relative to one
another. Alternatively, we may perform the measurement in the near-field region and use
near- to far-field transformation techniques in order to determine the radiation pattern of
the AUT. Delaying an in-depth discussion of such techniques until Section 2.3, for now
we suffice it to say that in order to perform such transformation, we require both the
amplitude and phase to be measured in the near-field. This added phase requirement
serves to further complicate the measurement process compared to those performed in
the far-field region. Firstly, given that phase is a relative quantity, one must distribute
a reference signal for comparison against the measured response [25]. Given that the
phase of a signal with frequency f varies in time between 0° and 360° every T = 1/f
seconds, demands on the phase stability of such reference signals grows with increasing
frequency. Likewise, the phase of an antenna also varies in space on the order of the
wavelength of the field λ = c/f , where c is the speed of light. Considering this, any
error made in the location of a measurement point will be seen as a corresponding phase
error in the measured response. This added phase noise is built into our near- to far-field
transformation, affecting the accuracy of the predicted pattern. This makes near-field
measurements more susceptible to probe positioning errors than those performed in the
far-field. As such, much effort on accurate positioning and tracking systems in near-
field measurement chambers, aiming to reduce the positional error down to the range
λ/30–λ/50 [26].
1.2.2 UAV-based Pattern Measurements
While antenna patterns are routinely measured in practise, large-scale aperture arrays
such as the LFAA and MFAA pose a number of challenges. While the radiation pattern
of a unit element may be measured in an anechoic chamber, the nature of these instru-
ments means we are also interested in the resulting total pattern when these elements
function together in an array. Apart from the specific design of the unit elements, other
factors, such as the spacing between each antenna, will affect the performance of the array
as a whole. Thus, in order to validate prototype designs, we are interested in measuring
the total pattern of various arrays and sub-arrays of these antennas. Due to the large size
of aperture arrays, such as the LFAA and the MFAA, conventional field measurements
in an anechoic chamber soon become impractical, even when considering a few elements.
Furthermore, measurements conducted on a far-field test range would require reconfig-
uring the array under test and neglect various environmental factors affecting the array
when placed on site. Due to these factors, efforts are being made into performing un-
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manned aerial vehicle (UAV) based field measurements. The term UAV, or drone, refers
to an aerial vehicle equipped with the necessary positioning systems and flight controllers
in order to enable autonomous navigation. The most common, commercially available
drones feature electrically powered rotary motors, often classified by the number of rotors
present (quadcopter for four rotors, hexacopter for six, etc.). By equipping these plat-
forms with RF wave synthesizers and transmitting antennas, one is able to construct a
highly configurable test source which can be used to characterise various array systems.
Various efforts have been made to perform such measurements, predominantly at
frequencies less than 450 MHz. The system described in [27], featuring a hexacopter
equipped with a transmitting dipole antenna, has been used to measure the radiation
patterns of various antennas between 70–450 MHz. This is achieved by transmitting a
continuous signal from the dipole and flying the drone through a predetermined path in
the far-field of the antenna under test (AUT), while recording the voltage seen at its
ports. During the measurement, the attitude (bearing, roll and pitch) of the drone is
recorded by internal instruments, whereas the relative position of the source to the AUT
is measured by a motorised total station. This is an optical/electronic instrument able
to track the position of a retro-reflector placed on the drone to centimetric accuracy. By
syncing the voltage measured at the AUT with the recorded position of the drone via
a GPS clock, one is able to reconstruct the far-field radiation pattern of the AUT. This
system has been used to characterise low frequency aperture arrays, such as LOFAR and
the Aperture Array Verification System 0 (AAVS0), an array of 16 SKALA antennas
constructed in the UK. As documented in [28], the UAV test source allowed various
parameters of the arrays to be investigated, such as the embedded element patterns,
sensitivity and polarisation performance. All these measurements are performed in the
far-field of the system under test. As a result, pattern measurements of LOFAR were
restricted to that of the individual sub-arrays, as the far-field of the entire array is located
at a distance infeasible to cover with the drone. Other attempts have been made in the
near-field region of the AUT, with the far-field pattern being determined by a suitable
transform. This is demonstrated in [29], where a source fixed to a telescopic mast is used
to measure the near-field of AAVS0 at specific points. These measurements are then used
to update an electromagnetic method of moments (MoM) model of the array, increasing
the accuracy of the predicted far-field radiation pattern. Measuring in the near-field
requires that the relative phase between the source and AUT be taken into account in
addition to the magnitude. This poses a significant hurdle when trying to distribute a
constant phase reference between the AUT and drone. Attempting to solve this issue, the
UAV system proposed in [30] uses a fibre optic cable directly linked to the UAV in order
to provide a stable reference signal. Furthermore, an additional cable is used to supply
power to the UAV, allowing for indefinite flight times.
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1.3 About the Dissertation
1.3.1 Objectives
With the preceding discussion giving a brief overview of radio telescope arrays and antenna
field measurements, we can move on to define the objectives of this study. Concerning
ourselves with specific applications to the MFAA, we analyse the viability of UAV-based
antenna pattern measurements in the frequency range 450–1450 MHz. Considering the
large scale of the MFAA, the far-field region given by (1.2.4), may be located at distances
unachievable by the UAV. Thus, we focus instead on near-field measurements and inves-
tigate different transformation algorithms used to predict the far-field pattern from this
data. Furthermore, while optical and laser tracking systems have a reported accuracy on
the millimetre scale, these instruments are in general expensive, bulky and must function
within line of sight of the UAV. Therefore, following on from the recommendations in
[26], we will consider a UAV equipped with a global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
using real time kinematics (RTK) and differential GPS to improve accuracy of conven-
tional GPS. Deciding to focus the study as such presents a number of challenges, the
investigation of which forms the core of this work.
Firstly, the decision to perform the measurement in the near-field poses the challenge of
distributing a phase reference between the AUT and drone. While the system presented
in [30] uses direct cable links, this adds concerns on the manoeuvrability of the UAV.
Thus, we investigate alternate methods in which this phase reference can be provided in
a detached fashion.
Secondly, although RTK/DGPS provides a robust and relatively cheap solution, the
positional accuracy is of concern. While a centimetric accuracy, reported to be anywhere
in the range 1–10 cm, is a vast improvement on conventional GPS, it is still comparable
to the shortest wavelength in our frequency band of interest, i.e. λ ≈ 20 cm. With
the previously discussed sensitivity of near-field measurements to positional error, the
viability of our system is brought into question. We thus perform an analysis of this
positional error sensitivity and attempt to find the limits at which our system will work.
1.3.2 Layout
With these objectives in mind, we structure the dissertation as follows:
• Chapter 2 - The theory behind antennas and radiating fields is presented. We de-
fine a number of fundamental antenna properties and go on to present two different
near- to far-field algorithms which can be used to predict the radiating pattern of
an antenna from measured data in the near-field.
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• Chapter 3 - Both the UAV measurement platform and the characteristics of the an-
tenna we wish to test play a major role in determining the viability of such a task.
As such, this chapter sets out to define and characterise both the MFAA prototype
element considered for testing and the specifics of our UAV measurement platform.
• Chapter 4 - Now knowing the type of antenna we wish to test, and having an in-
dication as to the level of positional error we can expect from the UAV system, we
proceed to investigate the positional error sensitivity of each of the two near- to
far-field transformations presented in Chapter 2.
• Chapter 5 - Here, we focus on methods to distribute a phase reference whilst having
no direct connection to the probe. This is attempted by incorporating a second
antenna into the measurement process to act as a reference.
• Chapter 6 - Finally, we conclude with various remarks on the findings of the study





2.1 Properties of Antennas
2.1.1 Radiation Intensity, Directivity and Gain
When analysing the merits of an antenna, we are concerned with its ability to transform
input power, in the form of guided electromagnetic waves, into free-space propagating






where <{·} denotes the real part and ∗ the complex conjugate. The quantity Wav describes
the average power flow through an elemental surface in the field region. Considering our
previous discussion on reactive fields, it is interesting to note that the imaginary part of
(E×H∗) is associated with the reactive power of the field and is assumed to be negligible
in the far-field. This is due to the fact that, as can be seen from (1.2.1), the E- and
H-fields of a plane wave are always in phase and (E×H∗) is purely real. Taking this into
account and using (1.2.2), (1.2.3), (1.2.1) and (2.1.1), the average power density can be





It is then common to introduce the radiation intensity U(θ, φ) which is the power radiated
per unit solid angle, calculated by multiplying the average power density by the square
of the distance [31], as




The total radiated power (Prad) can be calculated by integrating the radiation intensity






U sin θ dθ dφ , (2.1.4)
where sin θ dθ dφ is the elementary solid angle. For directive antennas with one main beam,
it is common to define the half-power beam width (HPBW) as the angular separation
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between two points with a power level equal to half of that of the maximum power seen
in the main beam. Given that the radiation intensity U plots the power of the field, the
half-power level is simply 0.5Umax, with Umax being the maximum radiation intensity seen
in the beam. The beam width is then found by choosing a plane containing Umax and
identifying two points on either side of the maximum with a value 0.5Umax. The HPBW
may be defined for different planes and provides a useful metric to describe the shape of
the radiated field.
It is common to proceed by defining the directivity D of an antenna. This is done by
expressing the radiation intensity relative to the radiation intensity of an isotropic source
U0, radiating the same total power Prad, equally in all directions. By normalising the
intensity in this way, we shift focus from the amount of power radiated to that of the
actual shape of the pattern and how concentrated the field is in specific directions. Given
that U0 is constant over all directions, (2.1.4) can be used to calculate the radiated power
from an isotropic source as Prad = 4π U0 and the directivity can be expressed as
D(θ, φ) = U(θ, φ)
U0
= 4π U(θ, φ)
Prad
. (2.1.5)
The quantities of directivity and radiation intensity consider only the power which is
radiated, and do not speak as to the antennas ability to transform an input power, supplied
by a signal generator, into a radiated field. Therefore, we define the gain of an antenna,
which relates the power supplied to the antenna to that which is radiated. There are
different variations in exactly how the gain is defined and we will adhere to the convention
in [24], which differentiates between gain and realised gain according to where the input
power is defined. Gain G compares the total power accepted by the antenna Po to that
of the total radiated power Prad and is related to the directivity by
G(θ, φ) = eradD(θ, φ) , (2.1.6)





Realised gain, on the other hand, relates the radiated power to that supplied by the
signal generator. Assuming the generator is impedance matched with the line, the power
supplied by the generator Pin can be related to that accepted by the antenna Po by
taking into account any mismatch between the impedance of the feed line and that of the









D(θ, φ) , (2.1.8)
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with (1− |Γ|2) being the impedance mismatch factor, defined in terms of the reflection
coefficient
Γ = Zin − Z0
Zin + Z0
, (2.1.9)
where Zin is the input impedance of the antenna and Z0 the characteristic impedance of
the transmission line. The reflection coefficient Γ, also referred to as the S11-parameter,
gives the ratio between reflected and incident waves at the antenna port and, as is done
here, can be used to calculate the amount of power that is transmitted across a boundary.
2.1.2 Polarisation
The polarisation of a field vector, “specifies the shape, orientation, and sense of the ellipse
that the extremity of the field vector describes as a function of time,” [24], where it is
usually the electric field considered when describing the polarisation of a wave. Given that
the radiated field of an antenna is approximated by plane waves, the electric field may
be decomposed into any two vector components, with directions orthogonal to each other
and the direction of propagation. While the pattern function given by (1.2.3) decomposes
the field into θ̂- and φ̂-directed polarisations, a different set of orthogonal basis may
be more suited to a specific application. When considering polarisation as a figure of
merit for an antenna, we are concerned with its ability to receive or transmit a signal
with a chosen reference or co-polar (ĉo) orientation. The cross-polar component direction
(x̂p), orthogonal to ĉo and the direction of propagation, represents the unwanted signal
polarisation orientation and attention is placed on minimising its contribution to the
entire field. Emphasis placed on the polarisation purity of an antenna is necessitated
by various applications, such as when simultaneously transmitting multiple signals with
different polarisation directions or with polarimetry in radio astronomy, which investigates
the polarisation make up of different emissions in the universe.
We follow the convention outlined by Ludwig in [32], where three different polarisations
are defined considering a linearly polarised radiating element. Ludwig’s first definition
considers the rectangular coordinate system, where one unit vector is chosen as the refer-
ence polarisation (ĉo = ŷ) and another as the cross-polar direction (x̂p = x̂). The second
definition extends this to the spherical coordinate system, with polarisation directions
chosen as unit vectors tangential to a spherical surface. Ludwig’s third definition chooses
polarisation directions to coincide with what is actually measured when performing a con-
ventional spherical antenna measurement. The polarisation directions for this definition
are given as
ĉo(θ, φ) = sin(φ)θ̂ + cos(φ)φ̂ , (2.1.10)
x̂p(θ, φ) = cos(φ)θ̂ − sin(φ)φ̂ . (2.1.11)
These definitions are made considering a ŷ-polarised source. If an x̂-polarised source is
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to be considered instead, the corresponding expressions for definitions 1 and 3 are found
by simply interchanging ĉo and x̂p.
The radiated field of an antenna can now be analysed according to the chosen polari-
sation definition. This is accomplished through decomposing the far-field function F into
its co- and cross-polar components Fco and Fxp, given by
Fco = F(θ, φ) · ĉo∗(θ, φ) , (2.1.12)
Fxp = F(θ, φ) · x̂p∗(θ, φ) . (2.1.13)
From here, one can go on to analyse the different components of the various quantities
defined previously, such as the partial directivities Dco and Dxp.
2.2 Far-field Antenna Measurements
The radiation pattern of an antenna can be determined by using a second probe antenna
to perform measurements directly in the far-field region. For reciprocal antennas the
measurement may either be performed with the antenna under test (AUT) transmitting
a signal and the probe receiving, or vice versa. By exciting the port of one antenna with
a test signal and measuring the voltage seen at the other for different measurement posi-
tions, one is able to determine the radiation pattern of the AUT. The ratio between the
power measured at the receiving antenna (Pr) to that of the power provided to trans-
mitting antenna (Pt) is given by the well known Friis transmission formula [33], which is
modified to include polarisation mismatch between the antennas and is given in terms of








) λ2Gt(θt, φt)Gr(θr, φr)
(4πR)2 · ρf , (2.2.1)
where R is the distance between the two antennas. Gt(θt, φt) and Gr(θr, φr) are the gains
of the transmit and receive antennas in the directions that the antennas “see” each other
for a specific measurement point. The polarisation loss factor ρf accounts for any power
lost due to polarisation mismatch between the antennas. This can be calculated using
ρf = |ρ̂t(θt, φt) · ρ̂∗r(θr, φr)|2 , (2.2.2)
with ρ̂t and ρ̂t being the unit polarisation vectors of the transmit and receive antennas
respectively, i.e. the unit vectors of the E-field in the directions specified by (θt, φt) for
the transmitted field and (θr, φr) for the receive field. Determining both the co- and cross-
polar radiation patterns of an AUT requires resolving the components of its polarisation
vector. As, in general, the polarisation vector contains more than one component, it is
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necessary to perform multiple measurements with different probe/AUT orientations in
order to resolve the number of unknowns. This is generally done by first aligning the
probe to receive power from mostly the ĉo-direction of the AUT and varying the probe
through the measurement surface. Then the probe is aligned with the x̂p-direction of the
AUT and the measurement performed again. With these two sets of results, it is possible
to extract the complete radiation pattern of the AUT using (2.2.1).
If the AUT is relatively small, the far-field distance may be such to allow for the
measurement to be performed in an anechoic chamber. However, this is not the case
even for moderately sized antennas and so the measurement must be performed on a
far-field test range. These ranges are usually outdoors, which presents an uncontrolled
environment affected by the weather, radio frequency interference (RFI) and non-ideal
ground plane. Given this, together with the fact that even these ranges may not be long
enough when considering large arrays, extensive research has been done on performing the
measurements in the near-field and subsequently predicting the far-field radiation pattern
using a suitable near- to far-field transformation.
2.3 Near-field Antenna Measurements
The theory and practice of near-field antenna measurements has seen steady advance-
ment over the years, a detailed overview of which is given in [34]. Early experimental
work focussed on measuring and plotting the amplitude and phase of various radiating
structures in the near-field, which then progressed to attempting to predict the far-field
pattern of these structures while assuming the direct field components were being mea-
sured by the probe, i.e. assuming an ideal probe. In order to increase the accuracy of
these measurements, various probe correction algorithms were introduced to take into
account the effects of arbitrary measurement probes. One such algorithm is presented
by Kerns in [35], where the known characteristics of an arbitrary measurement probe are
used to correct the near-field measurement. This is achieved through the use of plane
wave scattering matrix theory, rigorously detailed by Kerns in [36], which decomposes
the field into sets of plane waves that can be superimposed to calculate the total power
measured at the probe. The theory requires that the near-field be measured on a regu-
larly spaced plane in front of the AUT, with the measured vector field components being
tangential to the plane. This restricts analysis to the forward hemisphere of the AUT
and can limit the FoV over which the antenna pattern can be resolved. To remove these
limitations, the near-field may be measured on different surfaces, such as a cylindrical
or spherical surface, where instead of decomposing the field into plane waves, a set of
orthogonal modes propagating in the geometry of choice is used. While being relatively
complex mathematically, spherical near-field measurements allow for the determination of
the pattern over all angles, while possessing relatively straightforward positioning mech-
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anisms. A comprehensive treatment on the spherical near-field measurement theory can
be found in [37].
To extend the theory to include arbitrary scanning geometries, the electric- and
magnetic- field integral equations (EFIE and MFIE), which relate current densities to
their resulting radiated fields, are considered. These equations can be cast into a method
of moments (MoM) formulation [38], where the measured coupling between the probe and
AUT is used to resolve the current density on a surface representing the AUT. This may
be a fictitious surface encompassing the AUT, as considered in [39], or may be chosen to
coincide with the actual structure of the antenna, as in [40]. By resolving the currents
in such a way, one is able to garner further insights into the radiation mechanisms of an
antenna, providing a useful tool for design and optimisation. In addition to this, these
formulations allow for the natural inclusion of any a priori information available on the
AUT, which can be used to improve measurement results.
Given the type of UAV measurements being considered in this study, arbitrary scan-
ning geometries allowed for by MoM formulations are seen as a huge advantage. In par-
ticular, the fast irregular antenna field transformation algorithm (FIAFTA), presented in
[41], is to be considered. The performance of this algorithm will be compared to that of
the more traditional planar plane wave expansion (PPWE), chosen for its mathematical
simplicity and due to the fact that other scan geometries, such as cylindrical or spherical,
would not be practically realisable with the UAV system considered.
2.3.1 Planar Plane Wave Expansion
Plane Wave Spectrum of Electromagnetic Fields
Following a procedure similar that in [42], we ignore probe effects at first and start by
considering the fundamental problem of transforming measured near-field data of an AUT
into its radiating far-field characteristics. Namely, we are concerned with calculating the
value of the E-field as it radiates out into free-space, as described by the vector Helmholtz
equation
∇2E + k2E = 0 , (2.3.1)
where for non-conductive media
k2 = ω2µε , (2.3.2)
with µ and ε respectively being the permeability and permittivity of the space, and ω
the angular frequency of the wave. An elementary solution to (2.3.1) is obtained by
considering a single plane wave, propagating in the rectangular coordinate system, where
a point in the field is given by the positional vector r = xx̂ +yŷ+zẑ. This can be written
as
E = S(k)e−jk·r , (2.3.3)
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where S(k) is the vector amplitude of the plane wave, propagating in the direction given
by the vector wave number
k = kxx̂ + kyŷ + kzẑ , (2.3.4)
with a magnitude k = |k| =
√
k2x + k2y + k2z . Given that the field is linear, a general





S(k)e−j(kxx+kyy+kzz) dkx dky dkz , (2.3.5)
where S(k) is now the entire plane wave spectrum (PWS) of the radiated E-field. It is
clear from (2.3.11) that E(r) and S(k) form Fourier transform pairs, that is
S(k) = F{E(r)} =
∞˚
−∞
E(r)ej(kxx+kyy+kzz) dx dy dz , (2.3.6)
where F denotes the Fourier transform operator with inverse F−1 as given by (2.3.5) for
E(r) = F−1{S(k)}, which also contains the lumped normalisation factor 1/8π3. Simpli-
fications to the relation given by (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) can be made by noting that from
(2.3.2) we have
k2 = k2x + k2y + k2z = ω2µε , (2.3.7)
which means that for a plane wave of a single frequency, two components of k are sufficient
to uniquely identify the wave direction. Considering the two components kx and ky, kz




k2 − (k2x + k2y) , for k2 ≥ k2x + k2y
−j
√
(k2x + k2y)− k2 , for k2 < k2x + k2y ,
(2.3.8)
where the first relation for k2 ≥ k2x + k2y represents the radiating portion of the field,
whilst for k2 < k2x + k2y the field is evanescent and does not contribute to the far-field of
the antenna. This can be seen by noting that the calculated kz for this region results in a
negative real exponent in (2.3.3), thus describing an exponentially decaying wave where E
approaches zero for large z displacement. Furthermore, as the region we are considering
is source-free, we have from Gauss’ law ∇ ·E = 0 and substitution of (2.3.3) in here gives
∇ · E = kxSx(k) + kySy(k) + kzSz(k) = 0 . (2.3.9)








where kz is calculated from kx and ky as in (2.3.8). Given this dependence of the ẑ-






S(k)e−j(kxx+kyy+kzz) dkx dky , (2.3.11)
where kz is given in terms of kx and ky as in (2.3.8). It is clear from the above that, if we
know the PWS of a field S(k), we can calculate the value of the E-field at any point r.
However, as can be seen from (2.3.6), calculating S(k) requires integrating over the entire
E-field. As this is the unknown quantity we set out to determine initially, clearly some
modification is required for the PWS to be of any use. This is accomplished by imposing
the boundary condition z = 0, and considering the E-field over the entire xy-plane. From
the uniqueness theorem [23], we know that the tangential components Ex and Ey across
this surface completely describes the field in the region z ≥ 0. Therefore, using (2.3.6),
we calculate the PWS components Sx and Sy as





Ex(x, y, z = 0)ej(kxx+kyy) dx dy , (2.3.12)





Ey(x, y, z = 0)ej(kxx+kyy) dx dy . (2.3.13)
By subsequently calculating Sz as per (2.3.10), the complete spectrum S(k) is determined
and (2.3.11) can be used to calculate the electric field at any point in the region z ≥ 0.
Plane Wave Scattering Matrix
In conventional circuit analysis, scattering parameters (S-parameters) are used extensively
to characterise multi-port microwave networks in terms of the power waves seen at each
port [43]. By considering the incident (ai) and emerging (bj) waves at each port i and j,
one can derive the S-parameters Sij which describe the response seen at port i due to a
signal at port j. A two-port network described by these parameters is shown in Fig. 2.3.1,
where the terminal surfaces at ports 0 and 1 are represented by the dashed lines P0 and
P1 respectively. Using the scattering matrix S, one can relate the set of emergent waves










where the incident and emergent (or reflected) directions are defined relative to an observer
“looking” into the terminal surfaces P0 and P1 from the left and right respectively.
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Figure 2.3.1: Two-port network described by S-parameters
These S-parameters can be defined in terms of the plane wave spectrum representation
of electromagnetic fields, resulting in what is known as the plane wave scattering matrix
(PWSM). The use of PWSM theory to describe antenna-antenna near-field interactions
has been extensively developed by Kerns in [35], [36] and [44], where each antenna is
described in terms of it’s scattering matrix. This is achieved by viewing an antenna as a
multi-port network, with one input and one output port for each polarisation and direction
in the observation domain. With this description, a transmitting antenna can be seen as
a transducer, which transforms guided waves supplied to the structure into a set of free
space waves propagating in all directions. The reverse is true for a receiving antenna,
whereby radiated waves impinging on the structure from all directions are transformed to
guided waves which can be measured at the antenna terminal.
Consider the example illustrated in Fig. 2.3.2, depicting an AUT and probe antenna,
aligned along the ẑ-axis and separated by a distance z0. For each antenna, we consider
the incident and reflected waves over two terminal surfaces, taken to represent the port
of the antenna and the boundary of free space. With the AUT in transmit mode, we
wish to determine the response b′0 seen at the probe when the AUT is supplied with the
source wave a0. These waves exist within the feed structure of each antenna, which we
assume to support only a single mode of propagation. While these guided waves can be
represented by scalar values, the free space waves b1 and a′2 are transmitted and received
over all directions, and are thus vector quantities dependent on direction, i.e. b1(kx, ky).
To avoid cumbersome mathematics in the derivation to follow, the explicit denotation of
this dependence on k is often omitted.
The corresponding network diagram of this scattering problem is shown in Fig. 2.3.3,
where each antenna is described by it’s scattering matrix and lumped between the terminal
surfaces representing the port of the antenna and free space. Here, S00 and S ′00 represent
the reflection seen at the feeds of the AUT and probe respectively. This scalar quantity,
known as the reflection coefficient, is commonly represented by the symbol Γ. While S11
and S′22 also represent reflection, these reflected waves are scattered over free space and
are thus vector quantities. The receiving and transmitting characteristics of the AUT are
given by S01 and S10 respectively, whereas S′02 and S′02 give the corresponding parameters
for the probe. In the given configuration, the AUT acts as a source being supplied with
the wave a0, while the output of the probe is terminated with the load impedance Z ′L,
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which has a reflection coefficient Γ′L.
Figure 2.3.2: Schematic depicting scattering between AUT and probe
Figure 2.3.3: Network diagram of two antenna scattering problem
By incorporating the transmission over free space as yet another lumped element, we
can form a complete network description of the antenna-antenna coupling problem. This
transmission is accomplished through use of the translation matrix T, which transforms
plane waves emanating from the AUT into waves received by the probe. The same
translation is used for waves coming from the probe to the AUT, and thus multiple
reflections between these two antennas can be incorporated into the solution. Given that
the waves are planar, translating them from one point to another is accomplished purely
through a corresponding phase shift. Furthermore, considering that the antennas are




ejkz1z0 . . . 0
... . . . ...
0 . . . ejkzN z0
 , (2.3.15)
where N is the total number of discrete plane wave directions given by kx and ky, which
in turn are used to determine kz from (2.3.8).



































where we are interested in determining the output of the probe b′0, given as b′0 = S ′00a′0 +
S′02a′2. By making a number of simplifying assumptions, such as neglecting multiple
reflections between the AUT and probe, we arrive at the result
b′0 = a0 (1− S ′00Γ′L)
−1 S′02 T S10 , (2.3.18)
which can be written in integral form as




S′02(k) · S10(k)ejkzz0 dkx dky , (2.3.19)
where it is clear that the observed response at the probe is the result of a superposition
of plane wave over all directions k̂. If the antennas are not aligned along ẑ and the probe
is displaced to a point defined by the coordinates (xp, yp, z0), the solution can be found
by incorporating the necessary phase shifts in x̂ and ŷ. Doing so allows us to express the
coupling quotient between the two antennas, with the probe at any point (xp, yp) in the







ej(kxxp+kyyp) S′02(k) · S10(k)ejkzz0 dkx dky , (2.3.20)
where we have taken the source wave a0 over to the left and interchanged the characteristic
reflection coefficient of the probe S ′00 with the symbol Γ′0. This coupling quotient describes
the interactions between the two antennas in terms of the transmitting characteristics of
the AUT S10(k) and receiving characteristics of the probe S′02(k). Alternatively, one may
wish to define the problem with the probe transmitting and AUT receiving. Indeed, this
would be the more natural configuration for radio telescope elements, where the normal
mode of operation is receiving. For a reciprocal system, the plane wave transmitting
characteristics S′20(k) can be related to the receiving characteristics S′02(k) using the





where η′0 is the characteristic admittance seen in the antenna feed and Z0 is the impedance
of free space. The sign change of k is seen to reverse the direction of incoming waves to
outgoing waves and vice versa. This reciprocity relation is useful considering the fact
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that antennas are conventionally characterised by their transmitting characteristics, de-
termined by a far-field pattern measurement. More specifically, the transmitting plane
wave characteristics S10 and S′20 can be directly related to their respective far-field radi-
ation patterns F(θ, φ), defined in the previous section. This is due to the fact that the
far-field pattern already represents a set of plane waves, which propagate in the directions
given by θ and φ, related to k by
k = k (sin θ cosφx̂ + sin θ sinφŷ + cos θẑ)
= k (αx̂ + βŷ + γẑ) ,
(2.3.22)
where α, β and γ are the directional cosines in the x̂, ŷ and ẑ directions respectively.
With this, we can define the far-field pattern to be in terms of k as F(k), which relates





In order to deepen one’s understanding of near- and far-field antenna interactions,
it serves to take a moment here and compare the near-field coupling formula given by
(2.3.20), to that of its far-field equivalent in (2.2.1). In the far-field, the received power
is the result of the two gain patterns at the single transmitting and receiving direction,
(θt, φt) and (θr, φr) respectively, where these directions are determined by the position
and orientation of the probe’s coordinate system, relative to that of the AUT’s. On the
other hand, near-field coupling for a single measurement point is given by integrating over
all plane wave directions of the transmitting and receiving PWS. In other words, a single
measurement point in the near-field does not measure the result of a single plane wave
propagating from the AUT as it does in the far-field, but rather a combination of plane
waves with different outgoing directions, weighted by the receiving characteristics of the
probe at the corresponding incoming directions.
Practical Measurement Formulation
We move on to consider practically evaluating the integrals describing near-field coupling.
With the AUT placed at the origin, we measure the coupling seen at the probe as it moves
through the plane at z = z0, where the length of the scan plane in the x̂- and ŷ-directions
are denoted as a and b respectively. By only considering the field in this finite plane and
assuming it is zero everywhere else, we are able to reduce the infinite integrals of the plane
wave spectra to finite ones, with the boundaries −a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2 and −b/2 ≤ y ≤ b/2.
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Denoting the coupling ratio as the response u(x, y, z = z0), (2.3.20) can be rewritten as





S′02(k) · S10(k)e−j(kxx+kyy) dkx dky , (2.3.24)
where we evaluate the finite integral over the visible space, where k2x+k2y ≤ k2, exclusively.
It is clear that the measured response is a Fourier transform of the factor S′02(k) ·S10(k).
By taking the Fourier transform of the measured response as











S′02(k) · S10(k) , (2.3.26)
which we can write in terms of the transmitting characteristics of the probe using the




S′20(−k) · S10(k) . (2.3.27)
With the unknown quantity S10(k) shifted out of the integral and with known probe
characteristics S′02(k) it is then possible to set up a system of linear equations and solve
for S10(k). However, an important factor ignored up until now, is that, for a practical
measurement, the receiving characteristics of a probe is usually given as its transmitting
far-field pattern. While this can be converted to the receiving plane wave characteristics
using (2.3.23) and (2.3.21), this does not take care of the fact that the far-field pattern,
which is determined from a separate measurement of the probe, is given as referenced
to the coordinate system of the probe and not the global system of the AUT during the
measurement. Therefore, in order to evaluate the integrals in k, it is necessary to relate
the probe characteristics given for the directions k′ to that of the global directions k.
We will assume that the transmitting characteristics of the probe have been determined
according to the reference system with unit vectors x̂′, ŷ′ and ẑ′. With the wave vector
k′ denoting the direction of propagation,
k′ = k0 (α′x̂′ + β′ŷ′ + γ′ẑ′) , (2.3.28)
the transmitting characteristics of the probe can be written as
S′20(k′) = S ′20x(k′x, k′y)x̂′ + S ′20y(k′x, k′y)ŷ′ +





where we have used (2.3.10) in order to write the ẑ component in terms of the other
two components. Before we can evaluate (2.3.27), it is necessary to transform (2.3.29) to
be in terms of the reference coordinate system x̂, ŷ and ẑ with wave vector k. Such a
transformation can be accomplished using Eulerian angles, which specify the necessary
rotations required to transform one coordinate system to another [45]. In literature, these
three angles are commonly denoted by the symbols φ, θ and ψ, however we will use the
denotation ξ, χ and ψ to avoid confusion with spherical angles. The definitions of these
rotations varies according to reference coordinate systems and order of operation. In this
work, we will follow the procedure depicted in Fig. 2.3.4, which defines three successive
rotations required to transform the base orientation x̂-ŷ-ẑ to the target orientation x̂w-
ŷw-ẑw. As each subsequent orientation is used to define the next rotation, the order
of operations is important. Starting on the left with Fig. 2.3.4a, we rotate the base
coordinate system by an angle ξ about the ẑ-axis, defining the new orientation x̂u-ŷu-ẑu.
Next, in Fig. 2.3.4b, we rotate this subsequent orientation about the new axis ŷu by an
angle χ. This gives us the new orientation x̂v-ŷv-ẑv, which is rotated in Fig. 2.3.4c by
ψ about ẑv, giving the final orientation x̂w-ŷw-ẑw. With these Eulerian angles, we can
(a) Rotation about ẑ by ξ (b) Rotation about ŷu by χ (c) Rotation about ẑv by ψ
Figure 2.3.4: Eulerian angle rotations
define the rotation matrix R as
R =

(cos ξ cosχ cosψ − sin ξ sinψ) (sin ξ cosχ cosψ + cos ξ cosψ) (− sinχ cosψ)
(− cos ξ cosχ sinψ − sin ξ cosψ) (− sin ξ cosχ sinψ + cos ξ sinψ) (sinχ sinψ)
(cos ξ sinχ) (sin ξ sinχ) (cosχ)
 ,
(2.3.30)
which can be used to express the rectangular components of a vector defined in one
coordinate system, to that of another system with a different orientation.
To demonstrate the use of Eulerian angles in field measurements, we will consider the
probe orientations depicted in Figure 2.3.5. With this relatively simple configuration,
relations between the probe and AUT coordinate systems can be derived from simple
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inspection, as is done in [46]. For probe B, we have the Eulerian angles ξ = 0, χ = π and
(a) Probe B for x̂-polarised measurement (b) Probe C for ŷ-polarised measurement
Figure 2.3.5: Orientation of probe coordinate systems relative to AUT [46]























which gives the relations x̂ = x̂′, ŷ = −ŷ′ and ẑ = −ẑ′. Furthermore, with the outgoing
direction being related to the incoming direction by opposite signs, we have
k′ = −k = −k0 (αx̂ + βŷ + γẑ)
= −k0 (αx̂′ + β(−ŷ′) + γ(−ẑ′))
= k0 (−αx̂′ + βŷ′ + γẑ′)
, (2.3.33)
which, in turn, gives the relation between the directional cosines as
α′ = −α , β′ = β , γ′ = γ . (2.3.34)
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Therefore we can write the probe transmitting characteristics in terms of the directional
cosines of the AUT’s coordinate system. This gives
S′20(−k) = S ′20x(−α, β)x̂− S ′20y(−α, β)ŷ−
αS ′20x(−α, β)− βS ′20y(−α, β)
γ
ẑ . (2.3.35)
With the transmitting characteristics of the AUT given in a similar form as
S10(k) = S10x(α, β)x̂ + S10y(α, β)ŷ−
αS10x(α, β) + βS10y(α, β)
γ
ẑ , (2.3.36)
we can calculate the dot product of the two plane wave characteristics. Grouping together
like terms and factoring out the 1/γ2 coefficient, we end up with










S ′20y(−α, β)S10y(α, β)




or, since α2 + β2 + γ2 = 1










S ′20y(−α, β)S10y(α, β)




Considering the above, we can write the response seen for the x̂-polarised measurement






















In order to calculate the two unknowns S10x and S10y, it is necessary to obtain two inde-
pendent sets of measurements. This is accomplished performing a second measurement
with probe C, shown in Figure 2.3.5b, which is simply probe B rotated by 90◦ about the
ẑ-axis to realise a ŷ-polarised dipole. The Eulerian angles required to relate probe C’s
coordinates, x̂′′, ŷ′′ and ẑ′′, to that of the global system are now given as ξ = −π/2, χ = π
and ψ = 0. From (2.3.30) we can calculate the rotational matrix R′′ required to relate
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which gives x̂ = ŷ′′, ŷ = x̂′′ and ẑ = −ẑ′′. Relating k̂′′ to −k̂, as performed for probe B
in (2.3.33), we find that
α′′ = −β , β′′ = −α , γ′′ = γ . (2.3.41)
Following the analysis given by (2.3.35) – (2.3.39) for probe B, the system defining the
response of the ŷ-polarised measurement Uy(kx, ky) can be determined. Combining this








20x(−α, β) S ′20y(−α, β)




















[P] [M] [S10] , (2.3.43)
where P contains the probe characteristics and M relates the orientation of the probe
and AUT reference systems. The solution to the transmitting characteristics S10 of the





with [·]−1 denoting the matrix inverse. This is easily related to the far-field of the AUT
F(k) using (2.3.23), from which the E-field at any point in the far-field is given by (1.2.2).
It is important to note that while the Eulerian rotation matrix given by (2.3.30) can
be used to relate the global coordinate system to any chosen orientation of the probe, it
is imperative that this orientation remain constant during the entire measurement. This
is due to the fact that representing the coupling integral as simply the scalar product of
the two plane wave characteristics of the antennas requires that the probe pattern remain
constant over the measurement plane. This requirement of a constant probe pattern also
prevents measuring within the reactive near-field of the AUT, where interactions between




In order for the radiating field of the AUT to be reconstructed from near-field measure-
ments, it necessary for the sample locations to fulfil certain requirements. The Fourier
transform of the measured response, given in (2.3.25) for a scan plane with side lengths
a and b, is calculated for a discrete number of samples using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm. Following the FFT requirements of a constant sampling frequency, the
near-field samples are acquired over a rectangular grid, with uniform spacing, ∆x and
∆y, between points. Considering side lengths a and b in the x- and y-dimensions, the
corresponding number of sample points, M and N are calculated as
M = a∆x + 1 , (2.3.45)
N = b∆y + 1 . (2.3.46)
From the Nyquist sampling theorem, we know that a band-limited function should be
sampled at a frequency at least double to that of the maximum frequency seen in the
function. Equating this to the spatial domain, the distance between points should be no
greater than half a wavelength at the given frequency, thus making the choice
∆x = ∆y = λ2 , (2.3.47)
sufficient for full reconstruction of the field. The measurement coordinates can then be
defined by (m∆x, n∆y, z0), wherem and n are integers in the range−M/2 ≤ m ≤M/2−1








in turn determining the directions for which the transformed far-field is calculated. The
angular region over which this transformation is valid is restricted by the size of the scan







with L being the length of the scan plane and D the maximum dimension of the AUT.
Given measurements over a single plane above the AUT, we are inherently restricted to
resolving the far-field over the forward hemisphere, where θmax < π/2.
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2.3.2 Fast Irregular Antenna Field Transformation Algorithm
The fast irregular antenna field transformation algorithm (FIAFTA), developed by Eibert
et al. in [41], [47] and [48], presents an alternative to the classical near- to far-field trans-
formations and provides a number of traits which can be seen as advantageous to the focus
of this study. As the name suggests, FIAFTA is able to transform probe measurements,
taken at a number of irregular points in the near-field of the AUT, into the radiating
far-field. This is accomplished through the use of the diagonal translation operator TL,
well-known from the fast multipole method (FMM) [49] as





(−j)l(2l + 1)h(2)l (krM)Pl(k̂ · r̂M) , (2.3.51)
which is used to translate outgoing plane waves from the AUT into incoming plane waves
at the probe for each measurement point rM = rM r̂M . The spherical Hankel function of
the second kind h(2)l and Legendre polynomial Pl are both well known functions described
in [50]. The multipole order L is chosen according to the size of the AUT and probe, with
the general rule being [48]
L = kd2 + 10 , (2.3.52)
where d is the sum of the diameters of the smallest spheres enclosing the probe and AUT,
respectively. In contrast to the PPWE, where plane waves are seen to propagate from a
rectangular aperture, here the radiating structure is represented by plane wave currents
J̃(k) over the k-space (or Ewald) sphere. These currents are seen as equivalent sources
to the plane waves propagating in the direction defined by k = kk̂ = kθθ̂ + kφφ̂. The
output voltage U seen at the probe for the measurement point rM can then be calculated





TL(k, rM)w̃∗(k̂) · (Ī− k̂k̂) · J̃(k)dk̂2 , (2.3.53)
with Ī being the unit dyad and w̃(k) the spectral representation of the probe’s trans-
mission characteristics, where the conjugate denotes that it is now in receiving mode.
The surface integral above may be evaluated via numerical quadrature, resulting in the
discrete formulation







TL(k̂, r̂M)W (kθ) P1/2(kφ, kθ, φm, θn) · (Ī− k̂k̂) · J̃(kφ, kθ) ,
(2.3.54)
where the measured voltages U1 and U2 are the result of two sets of measurements per-
formed with different probes, represented by their far-field receiving patterns P1 and P2
respectively. W (kθ) is the weighting function from the chosen quadrature algorithm. Each
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sample location is represented by m = [1, 2, ...,M ] and n = [1, 2, ..., N ], where M and N
are the number of samples in the φ̂ and θ̂ directions respectively. Considering the above,
it is possible to set up the system of linear equations





θ/φ(kφp, kθq, φm, θn) = TL(k̂, r̂M)W (kθq)P
1/2
φ/θ (kφp , kθq , φm, θn) . (2.3.56)
The discrete plane wave numbers kφp and kθq, with p = [1, 2, ..., P ] and q = [1, 2, ..., Q], are
determined by the quadrature rule, where the number of samples (P and Q respectively)
are a function of the multipole order L. It can be seen that the pattern of the probe has
been split into its φ̂- and θ̂-polarised components, such that ||C|| has the form
||C|| =

C1φ(kφ1, kθ1, φ1, θ1) . . . C1θ (kφP , kθQ, φ1, θ1)
... . . . ...
C1φ(kφ1, kθ1, φM , θN) . . . C1θ (kφP , kθQ, φM , θN)
C2φ(kφ1, kθ1, φ1, θ1) . . . C2θ (kφP , kθQ, φ1, θ1)
... . . . ...
C2φ(kφ1, kθ1, φM , θN) . . . C2θ (kφP , kθQ, φM , θN)

, (2.3.57)





U1(φM , θN , rM)
U2(φ1, θ1, rM)
...














A suitable solver, such as the generalised minimal residual (GMRES) solver, can then be
used to solve for the both components of the plane wave currents J̃φ and J̃θ. With these
known, the far-field of the AUT can be approximated as
EFF (r, θ, φ) = −j ωµ4π
e−jkr
r
J̃(kθ, kφ) , (2.3.60)
Sampling Requirements
While the Nyquist sampling criterion of FFT based algorithms, such as the PPWE, require
a fixed number of measurement samples for a given frequency, the number of samples
required by FIAFTA depends on the size of the AUT relative to the wavelength of the
frequency in question. This is due the fact that the number of samples must be equal to,
or greater than, the number of unknown plane wave currents, determined by the multipole
order L which, as given by (2.3.52), is a function of frequency and AUT size. The specifics
of choosing measurement locations for FIAFTA is discussed in [48], where the number
of φ- and θ-directed unknown plane wave currents over the Ewald sphere of the AUT is
respectively given as
P = 2α1L , Q = α2L , (2.3.61)
where α1 and α2 are said to range from one, to slightly greater than one depending on the
level of noise present in the measurement. The number of required measurement samples
in the φ- and θ-directions is then chosen according to
M = χ1P = 2χ1α1L , (2.3.62)
N = χ2Q = χ2α2L+ 1 , (2.3.63)
where χ1 and χ2 are factors relating the number of unknowns to the number of measure-
ment samples. Choosing χ1 = χ2 = 1 fulfils the minimum requirements of the system,
while greater values results in an overdetermined system where the number of samples is
greater than the number of unknowns. This may, in turn, increase the accuracy of the
algorithm and decrease sensitivity to noise. While FIAFTA is able to handle completely
arbitrary measurement locations, the performance of the algorithm can be increased by
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choosing the least redundant configuration. Given that we are attempting to resolve cur-
rents over the Ewald sphere, a natural choice is that of a spherical sampling geometry of
constant radius, with a uniform step size in the φ- and θ-directions, given as
∆φ = 2π
M
, ∆θ = π(N − 1) . (2.3.64)
Sample locations over an arbitrary surface can then be determined by projecting the points
given over the sphere, defined by φm and θn onto the chosen measurement plane. For a
planar surface situated at z = z0, the rectangular measurement coordinates (xmn, ymn)
can be calculated as
xmn = z0 tan θn cosφm , (2.3.65)
ymn = z0 tan θn sinφm , (2.3.66)
where the maximum polar angle θ is limited by the size of the scan plane, such as in
(2.3.50), and is always less than 90°, given that only sample locations projected from the
forward hemisphere will intersect with the plane at z0. Choosing the configuration as such
results in samples being more densely located around the poles of the AUT, with sample
locations spreading out as we move away from zenith. Depending on the situation, one
may wish to spread the sample locations more uniformly, such as with the planar spiral
geometry presented in [51]. The optimal choice of measurement locations is dependent on
the particular scenario, where a discussion on non-redundant representation of different
sources is given in [52]. For moderately sized antennas, the number of samples required
by FIAFTA is considerably less than required by the PPWE for a Nyquist sampling rate.
However, given that FIAFTA is dependent on the size of the AUT and the PPWE is
not, for large antenna structures FIAFTA may require more samples than the PPWE.
Considering the large aperture size of the MFAA, this may make for a computationally
intensive procedure. This may be alleviated by adopting a multilevel hierarchical grouping
scheme, as used in the multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM). By dividing the AUT
into a number of source boxes and solving for the unknown plane wave currents of each,
one can aggregate the individual contributions to calculate the total field, thus making






In Chapter 1, the technology of current radio telescopes is discussed and several goals of
the SKA project are set forth. Additionally, Section 1.2.2 served to highlight various at-
tempts at measuring the radiation pattern of antenna structures, utilising a UAV as either
a test source or field probe. With the viability of such measurements being dependent
on both the specifics of the antenna under test (AUT) and the UAV used to perform the
measurement, it is necessary to define each by considering specific examples. To this end,
we will introduce the SKA aperture prototype (SKAAP), a collaboration project between
Stellenbosch and Cambridge Universities with the goal of deploying a 16 element array
in Klerefontein, close to the SKA SA support building. The specifics of this system are
taken into account when considering near-field measurements performed with the UAV
documented in Section 3.3, named the flying electromagnetic unit (FEMU). With these
two systems in mind, we seek to elucidate the various practical limitations that one will
encounter when attempting to perform the antenna measurements outlined in Chapter 2.
Much of this is built on the work of Dr. Hardie Pienaar [53] during his collaboration
between Stellenbosch and Cambridge Universities.
3.2 SKA Aperture Prototype
The SKA aperture prototype (SKAAP) is a demonstrator array for the MFAA project,
designed for deployment on site in Klerefontein, South Africa. The array features 16
dual-polarised LPDA antennas, designed by Cambridge University as a candidate for the
MFAA. With the elements spaced in a sparse random configuration, the front end design
of SKAAP closely resembles that of the prototype system described by [16] and shown in
Fig 1.1.4a, which is deployed at Lord’s Bridge in the UK. However, the antenna elements
of SKAAP are of a subsequent design to this, documented below, which features some
slight adaptions to the structure. The purpose of SKAAP is to demonstrate technology
relevant to the MFAA and will be used to investigate various pertinent topics, such as
the degradation of antenna elements in the Karoo environment, in addition to possibly
serving as a test-bed for UAV-based field measurements.
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3.2.1 MFAA Antenna Element
The antenna element we will consider during the course of this study is that presented
in [1], featuring some slight adaptions which can be seen in the FEKO model shown in
Fig. 3.2.1a. We simulate the x̂-polarised element, shown with maximum dimensions in
Fig. 3.2.1b, with a finite ground plane measuring 305×205 mm. The results obtained from
FEKO are compared with those measured on the actual prototype element, manufactured
for the SKAAP system. First, we compare the magnitude of the reflection coefficient
|S11| in Fig. 3.2.2a over the band 400–1500 MHz, where it can be seen that the measured
reflection is better (lower) than that of the simulated value for most of the band. Next, we
compare the bore-sight gain over the frequency band. To accomplish this in measurement,
the three-antenna gain method is used, whereby the on-axis S21 parameter between three
different antennas is measured in the anechoic chamber. With the MFAA prototype as
the AUT, the other two antennas used are a double ridged broadband horn (NSI-RF-
RGP10) and a bi-conical antenna, manufactured by Nearfield Systems, Inc. (NSI) and
Rohde&Shwarz respectively. The gain of the MFAA antenna is extracted and shown in
Fig. 3.2.2b, where, due to limitations of the test antennas and chamber absorbers, we
are restricted to frequencies above 750 MHz. The differences seen between measured and
simulated results here may be due to a variety of reasons. While we make no attempt
here to determine the exact source of these discrepancies, the results in Fig. 3.2.1 serve
to illustrate the importance of performing practical measurements in order to validate
simulated results.
(a) FEKO model of LPDA element [53]
(b) Side view of single element showing maxi-
mum dimensions.
Figure 3.2.1: Mid-frequency LDPA designed for the MFAA
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Figure 3.2.2: Comparing reflection coefficient and gain for measurement and simulation
We move on to perform a spherical near-field measurement of the MFAA prototype,
using the horn antenna (RGP10) as a probe. As previously mentioned, we are restricted
to above 750 MHz, and measure the co- and cross-polarised patterns from 750–1500 MHz,
with a 50 MHz spacing between frequencies. The measurement system used in the ane-
choic chamber here at Stellenbosch University utilises equipment and software developed
by NSI, which performs the acquisition of the near-field data, as well as transforming to
the far-field via a spherical wave expansion (SWE). The software produces the result-
ing far-field patterns at each measurement frequency, where Fig. 3.2.3a and Fig. 3.2.3b
respectively show the Ludwig 3 co- and cross-polarisation patterns at 1 GHz. These
3D figure are shown in decibels (dB) and normalised to the maximum of each. Also at
(a) Co-polarised (b) Cross-polarised
Figure 3.2.3: 3D patterns far-field for MFAA antenna, computed from spherical near-field
measurement in the anechoic chamber
1 GHz, Fig. 3.2.4a and Fig. 3.2.4b compares the measured and simulated patterns for
φ = 0° (E-plane) and φ = 90° (H-plane) respectively. While these figures show that the
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simulation does reasonably well at predicting the far-field pattern of the structure, there
is nonetheless a noticeable deviation from the measured results. This serves to illustrate
the importance of using real-world measurement data in order to properly characterise a
system.

















(a) φ = 0◦

















(b) φ = 90◦
Figure 3.2.4: Comparing simulated and measured radiation patterns at 1 GHz, where the
solid and dotted lines represent the co- and cross-polar magnitudes respectively
Although the NSI measurement system performs all the necessary processes in order
to produce the complete far-field patterns, considering that a great deal of this work is
concerned with near- to far-field transformation, we would be remiss if we did not use
this opportunity to test and compare the performance of FIAFTA on this measured data
set. Referring back to the discussion of transformation algorithms in Section 2.3, it is
obvious that the planer plane wave transformation is not suitable for this spherical near-
field measurement. However, the irregular sampling capabilities of FIAFTA means that
it can be used in this example. Given the maximum dimensions of the AUT and probe as
341 mm and 242 mm respectively, the multipole order required is calculated using (2.3.52)
as










at 1 GHz, where we have rounded off to the nearest even integer as this seems to be
preferred by the quadrature routine. This results in the discrete set of 684 unknown
plane waves emanating from the AUT. The necessary mathematical procedures required
by FIAFTA are coded in MATLAB and used to produce the result shown in Fig. 3.2.5,
which is compared against the reference far-field given by the NSI system. It is seen how
the result from FIAFTA matches the reference almost exactly for both polarisations. Also
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shown in the figures is the direct measured near-field data, which possesses a narrower
beam than the transformed far-field. This near-field data was sampled on the spherical
surface of radius r = 1.12 m centred on the AUT, with an angular spacing between samples
∆φ = ∆θ = 2.5° between −90°≤ φ ≤ 90° and −180°≤ θ ≤ 180° respectively. With M=73
samples in the φ-direction and N=145 samples in the θ-direction, we have a total of 10 585
near-field samples, which is more than sufficient to solve for the 684 unknown radiating
plane waves of the AUT. It should be noted that the result from FIAFTA is achieved
by assuming an ideal probe antenna, i.e. no probe correction. We can see that this has
little consequence on the predicted far-field. Given that this is a spherical measurement,
probe correction is seen as less important as the direction of maximum gain of the probe
is always directed toward the AUT.
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(b) φ = 90◦
Figure 3.2.5: Comparing transformed far-field of FIAFTA with reference given by NSI
system for 1 GHz, where the solid and dotted lines represent the co- and cross-polar
magnitudes respectively
3.2.2 Receiver System
The back-end system, designed by Hardie Pienaar [53], is shown in Fig. 3.2.6. At present,
the system does not posses any digital beam forming capabilities and, instead, a linear
combiner is used to add the signals from each element in phase, essentially forming a
total array pattern with one main beam directed towards zenith. As each element is
dual-polarised, we use two separate 16:1 combiners producing a single output for each po-
larisation. These signals are fed into two Airspy R2 software defined radios (SDRs), which
are controlled by a Raspberry Pi micro-computer. With various open-source software li-
braries targeted at SDR applications, we can run scripts to perform simple measurement
routines. The system allows for these to be executed remotely, where a media converter
handles the communication between the fibre-optic network on-site and the Raspberry
Pi. A DC source supplies power to these components, as well as providing the necessary
voltage to bias the low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) present in the antenna through the bias T
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network. This back-end system is to be housed in an aluminium box and located on site,
where it can be used to monitor the state of the antenna through running various test
measurements. Given the proximity to other radio telescope experiments, the SKAAP
system must not be a source of any radio frequency interference (RFI) at a level which
may impact these projects. As such, the aluminium box is designed to add shielding, as







Figure 3.2.6: Schematic of SKAAP receiver box [53]
3.3 UAV Platform
The UAV platform we consider in our investigation was designed and built by Dr. Hardie
Pienaar, as part of a continuation of his work in [54]. The platform, a schematic of
which is shown in 3.3.1, is a third generation of flying electromagnetic unit (FEMU 3.1)
designed by Dr. Pienaar, which is configured to act as a transmitting test source to
provide measurement data for receiving antenna systems. This is accomplished using
onboard wave synthesisers, which generate and transmit a chosen test signal through
two orthogonal printed dipole antennas, mounted on the underside of the platform. A
Raspberry Pi Zero is used to control these wave synthesisers, as well as logging telemetric
data such as position and orientation as a function of time.
Along with all necessary receivers allowing for remote control, the vehicle is also capa-
ble of full-autonomous flight. This is accomplished with the Pixhawk v2 flight controller
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[55], which uses the open-source autopiloting software Ardupilot [56]. The Pixhawk con-
tains a vibration-damped inertial measurement unit (IMU), which integrates digital gy-
roscopes, accelerometers and magnetometers to provide accurate determination of the
vehicles angular rotation about three different axes, i.e. roll, pitch and yaw. These can
in turn be related to the Eulerian angle rotations, introduced in Section 2.3.1, in order
to determine the probe’s transmitting pattern to be used in probe correction. In order
for the position of the vehicle to be determined, the Pixhawk can be integrated with a
global navigation satellite system (GNSS). We use the HERE+ v2 kit [57], which features
a GPS antenna and GNSS module (NEO-M8P [58] with a quoted accuracy of 25 mm)
fitted to the vehicle and provides data on the position of the vehicle to the Pixhawk. To
improve the accuracy of the system, a second GNSS module forms part of a ground base
station. By using this as a reference, differential GPS (DGPS) and real time kinematic
(RTK) technology can be used to determine the position of the drone relative to the base
station to a centimetric accuracy.




Probe Positional Error Sensitivity
4.1 Introduction
A primary concern when considering the viability of UAV-based antenna field measure-
ments, is the ability to accurately determine the position of the UAV at each sample
location. While amplitude-only far-field measurements can produce acceptable results
even for relatively high probe position uncertainties, the additional phase requirement in
near-field measurements means that near- to far-field transformation algorithms are more
sensitive to random probe positioning errors, where a phase error of less than 12 degrees
is seen to produce acceptable results for most algorithms [26]. This corresponds to an
allowable position inaccuracy of λ/30, or from around 22 mm down to 7 mm for our fre-
quency band of interest. Given that the NEO-M8P GNSS module used in the positioning
system described in the previous chapter has a quoted horizontal position accuracy in the
range of 25 mm [58], the ability of the UAV system to produce usable results is of serious
concern and warrants further investigation.
Analysis of the effects of various errors on the performance of the PPWE are presented
in [59] and [60]. While these analyses consider predominately high-gain antennas, the
nature of the MFAA means we are more concerned with the ability to measure antennas
with a wide FoV. Such an analysis is performed in [61], where the effect of horizontal
position errors on the predicted far-field pattern of a radiating dipole is investigated. We
follow a similar procedure here, where we include vertical position error and compare
the performance of the PPWE to that of FIAFTA. Transverse errors in the x- and y-
directions will, in general, impact the accuracy of the measurement differently to those
in the vertical/longitudinal z-direction. The level of sensitivity to either transverse or
longitudinal position inaccuracies is dependent on the specific pattern being measured,
where the direction of propagation indicates the direction of maximum phase change and
thus the direction along which positional errors have the most impact on the accuracy of
the measurement. While an error analysis of FIAFTA, akin to that undertaken here, is
performed in [62], the positional error levels were far lower than that considered for this
study.
We start by investigating the effect of probe positional errors when measuring the
radiated field of a dipole above an infinite ground plane. With this simple example,
we develop the necessary procedure to analyse and compare the effect of varying levels of
positional error on the performance of both the PPWE and FIAFTA. Many of these results
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have been previously presented by the author in [63], where the analysis is extended here
to consider the MFAA antenna element introduced in Section 3.2.1. Ignoring non-ideal
probe effects, we simulate near-field measurements of this antenna, where we assume that
the positional inaccuracies are the only source of error. In so doing, we seek to determine
whether near-field measurements of the MFAA is at all possible when faced with the
positional inaccuracies associated with DGPS/RTK.
4.2 Dipole Test Antenna
We start with the AUT as an x̂-polarised half-wavelength dipole, situated λ/4 above an
infinite ground plane. This provides an antenna with a wide FoV, akin to that of the
MFAA, while enabling a short simulation time when modelled in FEKO [64]. Owing to
the random nature of the positional error, this short simulation time is beneficial as it
allows us to repeat the experiment multiple times and give some insight as to the typical
performance of both algorithms. We excite the dipole with an ideal voltage source and
directly extract the E-field components Ex and Ey on a 10x10 m plane at z = 3λ above the
AUT. With this, the maximum polar angle θmax at which we can expect a valid result of
the transformed far-field can be calculated from (2.3.50). Given that both the size of the
AUT and z0 are dependent on the wavelength in question, θmax is a function of frequency
and falls in the range 67.5°≤ θmax ≤ 82.8° for the frequency band 450 MHz–1.45 GHz.
For the duration of the analysis, we will restrict the FoV of interest to θ ≤ 60°.
By directly computing the field components, as given by FEKO, we neglect the effects
of non-ideal probes and focus purely on errors caused by the incorrect position of mea-
surement locations. It is also worthwhile to note that, given the small size of the dipole,
the sample locations may very well reside in the far-field of the AUT, rendering near-
to far-field transformation unnecessary. However, the focus of this experiment is not on
the ability to calculate the far- from the near-field, but rather on the effect of positional
errors. Given that we are attempting to measure the phase of the field, the transforma-
tion algorithms still exhibit sensitivity to erroneous measurements of this phase and the
premise of the experiment remains valid.
The sample locations for the PPWE are set out according to Section 2.3.1, where the
sample spacing is chosen as ∆x = ∆y = λ/2 to satisfy the minimum Nyquist criteria. For
FIAFTA, we utilise a spherical sample spacing projected on to the measurement plane at
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z0, as detailed in Section 2.3.2, with the multipole order being calculated by (2.3.52) as











where we have rounded up to the nearest even integer. With this, directions of the
discrete set of plane waves over the Ewald sphere of the AUT are determined using a
suitable quadrature rule. Here, we use a Legendre-Gauss-Lobato scheme, which differs
slightly from the more common Legendre-Gauss rule, in that it includes a sample at the
pole. Furthermore, given that we are measuring in the positive z half-space, only plane
waves propagating from the forward hemisphere of the Ewald sphere will contribute to the
measured response at each location. Therefore, we restrict the analyses to determining
only these plane wave currents, resulting in a situation where the minimum number of
samples required by FIAFTA is far less than that of the PPWE. Thus, in order to provide
a fair comparison of the two algorithms, we choose values of χ1 and χ2 such that the total
number of samples, as calculated from (2.3.62) and (2.3.63), is equal to that of the PPWE.
This leads to a system where the number of unknowns is significantly less than the number
of field measurements, making for an overdetermined system which may be more resilient
to errors.
4.2.1 Error Calculation
To investigate the effect of inaccurate measurement locations, random positional error is
artificially added to each rectangular component of the coordinates defining the sample
locations (x, y, z), giving the noisy positions (xn, yn, zn) defined by
(xn, yn, zn) = (x+ nx, y + ny, z + nz) , (4.2.2)
where nx, ny and nz are randomly chosen from a normal distribution with a standard
deviation σ determining the level of positional error being investigated. We compute
the field values at these noisy measurement locations in FEKO and use each algorithm to
calculate the total far-field magnitude EFFtotal at a distance of r = 100 m. By assuming that
the samples were taken at the ideal coordinates (x, y, z) when performing the transforms,
the scenario is analogous to that of a near-field measurement plagued by some level of
unknown, random probe positing error. The result from each algorithm is then compared
to the reference far-field EREF , taken directly from FEKO at r = 100 m. Given that the
noisy measurement locations are randomly chosen, the experiment is repeated a number
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of times for each level of error, which allows us to determine the general response of
each algorithm. Then, for the kth run, the far-field error seen in the direction (θ, φ), as
normalised to the reference, is calculated as
ek(θ, φ) =
|EREF (θ, φ)| − |EFFtotal(θ, φ)|
|EREF (θ, φ)|
, (4.2.3)
which gives an error map over the entire FoV. By repeating the experiment N times, we







(ek(θ, φ))2 . (4.2.4)
Furthermore, in order to gauge the worst-case response of the transformations, it is ben-
eficial to consider the maximum error seen at each angle
emax(θ, φ) = max(e(θ, φ)) , (4.2.5)
where e(θ, φ) is the vector [e1, e2, ..., eN ] and max(·) takes the maximum seen at each
angle (θ, φ). It would be helpful for analyses if we could reduce these error maps, giving
the error levels seen at each angle, to a single value describing the total error seen over
the FoV of interest. This is achieved by integrating the error map in question over the









e(θ, φ) cos(θ)dθdφ . (4.2.6)
















The scalar value ei provides a metric which can be used to easily compare the performance
of each algorithm to varying levels of positional error. All of these error metrics can
either be given in terms of decibels (dB), or, considering the normalisation in (4.2.3), a
percentage error (%) of the reference far-field pattern.
4.2.2 Results
We begin by investigating the performance of each algorithm when subjected to positional
error levels in the range λ/50 ≤ σ ≤ λ/5. The affected far-field patterns for various levels
of positional error in this range can be seen in Figure 4.2.1, where we compare the PPWE
and FIAFTA to the reference pattern. Included in the legends is the far-field scalar error
ei, calculated using (4.2.6) and given as a percentage, which allows one to reconcile this
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metric with the affected pattern plot. It can be seen that an error level of around ei = 10 %
corresponds to an FF pattern that represents the reference to some degree of accuracy.
Above this, with error levels reaching 15–20 %, the resulting transformed FF patterns are
seen to degrade past a point where any usable data could be extracted. The graphs show
that FIAFTA produces usable results for error levels as high as σ = λ/10, whereas the
PPWE begins to break down long before this, at around σ = λ/30. Further illustrating























(a) σ = λ/50























(b) σ = λ/20























(c) σ = λ/10























(d) σ = λ/5
Figure 4.2.1: Comparing the performance of FIAFTA and the PPWE for various posi-
tional error levels σ
the superior performance of FIAFTA, far-field error maps over the entire FoV, as given
by (4.2.3), are displayed in Figs. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for the PPWE and FIAFTA respectively.
These are plotted in terms of the directional cosines α and β (also referred to as a uv-plot),
where it is clear that FIAFTA is more stable for the positional error levels considered.
It can easily be seen that FIAFTA appears to be more resilient to positional error
levels below λ/10. Above this and FIAFTA is seen to perform worse than the PPWE.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.2.4a, which compares the maximum and RMS errors (emax
and eRMS), as converted to scalars via (4.2.6), for increasing levels of positional error. It
can be seen that FIAFTA outperforms the PPWE up to around σ = 0.22λ. Beyond this
and the RMS error of FIAFTA is seen to be greater than that of the PPWE. This is of
little significance considering the fact that, at this error level, both patterns are corrupted
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(a) σ = λ/50
















(b) σ = λ/20
















(c) σ = λ/10
Figure 4.2.2: Error maps seen in PPWE transformed far-field for increasing positional
error
















(a) σ = λ/50
















(b) σ = λ/20
















(c) σ = λ/10
Figure 4.2.3: Error maps seen in FIAFTA transformed far-field for increasing positional
error
beyond being able to serve any practical purpose.
We move on to investigate the effect of positional errors associated with the GPS
system in question, for our frequency band of interest. We choose a lower error level as
σlower = 1 cm and an upper level as σupper = 5 cm and compute the maximum error seen
in the predicted far-field patterns for the frequency band 10 MHz–1450 MHz. The lower
level of 1 cm corresponds to accuracy achievable through use of optical or laser tracking
systems, such as those demonstrated in [26]. The upper limit of 5 cm corresponds to the
accuracy of DGPS or RTK systems. Given that the 2.5 cm accuracy listed in [58] for the
GPS module in question is calculated for ideal conditions (clear skies, full satellite lock,
etc.) a 5 cm error for a real measurement seems reasonable, and maybe even slightly
optimistic, considering that other sources of error have not been taken into account. We
repeat the experiment 50 times (N = 50), and compute the maximum error emax, which
is subsequently converted to a scalar using (4.2.6). The result is shown in Fig. 4.2.4b,
where the shaded regions show the area between the lower and upper positional error
levels, σlower and σupper. It can be seen that FIAFTA outperforms the PPWE over the
whole frequency band. Considering the upper error level σupper = 5 cm, we see that the
PPWE starts producing unsatisfactory results even before 100 MHz, where the maximum
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far-field error is around 20%. Contrary to this, FIAFTA produces an acceptable error
level of 3% at 100 MHz. However, as we approach our band of interest, this is seen to rise
to 23% at 450 MHz, indicating that FIAFTA produces unsatisfactory results throughout
our band of interest. Considering the lower error level σlower = 1 cm, we see that FIAFTA
would produce reasonable results throughout the band of interest, reaching a level of 12%
at 1450 MHz. On the other hand, the PPWE still produces unsatisfactory results over the
whole band for this amount of positional error, where it is seen to rise from around 20%
at 450 MHz to 60% at 1450 MHz. These results show how the PPWE produces highly
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(a) Maximum (solid) and average (dotted)
far-field pattern error


















(b) Error bounds for positional error level be-
tween 1 ≤ σ ≤ 5 cm
Figure 4.2.4: Observed far-field pattern error
corrupted far-field patterns, even for modest levels of positional error, indicating that it is
unsuitable for our purposes. Although both algorithms are plagued by an erroneous phase
measurement, given that the PPWE performs a FFT on the measured data, irregular
sample locations are seen to violate the fundamental requirement of the FFT on a constant
sample spacing. The irregular sampling capabilities of FIAFTA results in an algorithm
more resilient to positional error, however, for σ = 5 cm in the frequency band of interest,
the transformed far-field is largely unsatisfactory. This brings into question the viability of
near-field measurements performed in this manner and we proceed to investigate methods
of improving these results below.
4.3 MFAA Antenna
The results presented in the above analysis suggest that the PPWE is unsuitable for near-
field measurements affected by probe positional inaccuracies associated with DGPS/RTK
(where σ = 5 cm can be seen as a somewhat optimistic expected error level). While,
FIAFTA is seen to produce useful results up to the 100 MHz range, the algorithm begins
to break down as we approach our band of interest, where a maximum error of around
20 % is seen at 450 MHz. Considering that the objective of this study is to perform UAV
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measurements in band 450–1450 MHz, this is a troublesome result and begs the question
whether near-field measurements of the MFAA using UAVs equipped with DGPS/RTK
is at all feasible.
We therefore extend the analysis to consider the MFAA antenna presented in Sec-
tion 3.2.1 and simulate the noisy near-field measurements of the single antenna, as per-
formed for the dipole in the preceding analysis. By considering an error level of σ = 5 cm
in the frequency band 450–1450 MHz, we provide some insight into what one may ex-
pect from a typical UAV measurement utilising DGPS/RTK. We begin the analysis at
450 MHz, with the diameter of the smallest sphere enclosing the MFAA antenna given
as d = 0.34 m, the multipole order is calculated according to (2.3.52) as L = 12. Setting
up the spherical projected planar sample locations as per (2.3.65) and (2.3.66), we choose
χ1 = χ2 = 1 to provide the minimum number of samples necessary to solve for the set of
plane wave currents. The resulting transformed Ludwig 3 co- and cross-polarised far-field
patterns are shown in Fig 4.3.1a and Fig 4.3.2a respectively, where the 5 cm positional er-
ror has notably corrupted the transformed pattern and resulted in a far-field error around
18%. It is worthwhile to note that the 168 measurement samples used here is significantly
less than the 1024 samples required to fulfil the Nyquist requirements of the PPWE. In
an effort to improve the results of the transform, we increase the number of measurement
samples by incrementing χ1 and χ2. Choosing these values such that the total number of
samples coincides closely to multiples of the Nyquist rate of 1024 samples, we compute the
transformed far-field and plot the resulting co- and cross-polarised patterns in Fig. 4.3.1
and Fig. 4.3.2. For 1216 samples (close to the Nyquist sampling rate) the transformed
far-field is seen to improve to an error level of 7.6% and, as evident by Fig. 4.3.1b and
Fig. 4.3.2b, is seen to represent the reference pattern more closely. Doubling this sampling
rate, the result for 2430 samples is shown in Fig. 4.3.1c and Fig. 4.3.2c, for the co- and
cross polarised patterns respectively. While the calculated far-field error of 7.97% is higher
than that of the previous plot with half the number of samples, visually the transformed
pattern seems to represent the reference more accurately. Finally, increasing the number
of samples to 4864 (just under 5 times Nyquist) is seen to improve the resulting error to
around 4%. As can be seen from Fig 4.3.1d and Fig. 4.3.2d, this produces a respectable
result which accurately represents the reference pattern within 60° from zenith. These
results suggest that suitable performance of FIAFTA can be achieved, for a frequency of
450 MHz and positional error σ = 5 cm, if a suitable number of measurement samples are
taken.
In the above, we showed that UAV pattern measurements of the MFAA may be viable
at the beginning of the band of interest (450 MHz). The question remains whether the
same procedure of increasing the number of samples can be used to provide suitable
results for higher frequencies in the band. We therefore repeat the procedure at a number
of frequencies throughout the band, namely 750 MHz, 1 GHz, 1.25 GHz and 1.45 GHz.
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(b) 1216 samples, approx. 1×Nyquist



















(c) 2430 samples, approx. 2×Nyquist



















(d) 4864 samples, approx. 5×Nyquist
Figure 4.3.1: The effect of increasing number of samples to FIAFTA transformed co-
polarised far-field, for a positional error σ = 5 cm at 450 MHz
Again with a 5 cm positional error, we record the far-field error seen as we increase the
number of samples up to just under 12 times the Nyquist rate for each frequency. The
result, given in Fig. 4.3.3, shows the percentage far-field error vs. the number of samples
for each frequency. It can be seen that for frequencies of 1 GHz and lower, we are able
to decrease the far-field error to less than 10% by taking a suitable amount of samples.
However, for 1.25 GHz and 1.45 GHz, the error level does not decrease much below 20%
and further increasing the number of samples is seen to have little effect. This suggests
that UAV measurements performed in this manner may be viable up to 1 GHz, where
Fig. 4.3.4 shows that the transformed far-field at this frequency provides a reasonable
representation of the reference for both the co- and cross-polarisations, with an error
level just below 7%. Comparing this to the result for 1.45 GHz, shown in Fig. 4.3.5,
it can be seen that the transformed far-field has been notably corrupted, although it
still resembles the reference somewhat. It should be pointed out that we have chosen to
display the best results seen for the entire analyses, which, given the random nature of the
sample locations, does not always correspond to the measurement with the most number
of samples, as is evident from Fig. 4.3.3. Considering that we will not have the luxury
of knowing what the pattern should be before a real measurement, the results given here
can be seen as a best case scenario for a positional error of 5 cm. Furthermore, with
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(b) 1216 samples, approx. 1×Nyquist



















(c) 2430 samples, approx. 2×Nyquist



















(d) 4864 samples, approx. 5×Nyquist
Figure 4.3.2: The effect of increasing number of samples to FIAFTA transformed cross-
polarised far-field, for a positional error σ = 5 cm at 450 MHz
the number of samples required to achieve the level of accuracy seen here at roughly ten
times the Nyquist rate, the spacing between some sample points may be too small for
the tolerance of the UAV positioning system. An alternative method is to include fewer
samples, but average the results over multiple scans, thus improving the results akin to
increasing the number of samples.
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Figure 4.3.4: FIAFTA transformed far-field for 1 GHz with a positional error σ = 5 cm
and 52890 samples (approx. 11×Nyquist rate)










































Figure 4.3.5: FIAFTA transformed far-field for 1.45 GHz with a positional error σ = 5 cm




Probe Correction and Phase
Retrieval
5.1 Introduction
Throughout the investigation in the preceding chapter, we assumed that the direct near-
field components (Ex and Ey) are measured at each sample location. This is possible
during simulation as FEKO calculates these values mathematically, resulting in the full
complex field measurements at each sample location. Such direct field measurements are
not possible in reality, where the only manner in which to determine the field at a point
is to record the response of a probe antenna to this field. The specific characteristics
of this probe inevitably affect the measurement in some way, causing the measured re-
sponse to differ from the actual field values. In order to accurately determine the true
radiated field of an AUT, the effects of the probe must be removed from the measured
data mathematically. This process, known as probe correction, is especially important in
near-field measurements, where many methods have been developed over the years which
consider various measurement geometries and probe antennas. Furthermore, in order to
provide the necessary phase information required by near- to far-field transformations,
the full complex signal of the response must be measured. This means that both source
and received signals must be defined in relation to a common phase reference, which re-
mains stable for the duration of the measurement. The accurate retrieval of this phase,
together with a robust probe correction routine, is imperative if high-quality far-field
patterns are to be obtained. When considering UAV based field measurements, some of
these requirements may prove challenging in practise. Thus, this chapter investigates the
matter further by simulating a real-world near-field measurement in FEKO and analysing
the performance of FIAFTA in predicting the far-field pattern of the AUT (chosen as the
MFAA prototype antenna introduced previously).
5.2 Perfect phase with probe correction
Given that an ideal isotropic antenna, which radiates/receives electromagnetic waves
equally in all directions, is not physically realisable, the pattern of any probe will be di-
rected in some way. This directionality results in the signals being transmitted/received
from different directions with varying levels of gain, causing over- or under-estimation of
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the true field values. Considering a planar near-field measurement using a probe antenna
with one main beam directed along bore-sight, this directionality will cause the radiating
field to be strongly received when the probe is positioned exactly above the AUT, and
less so when moved off to the outer extents of the scan plane. While this effect is less
pronounced in spherical near-field measurements, it is often still required to account for
the characteristics of the probe (regarding polarisation, gain, etc.).
We proceed with the analysis by considering the x̂-polarised MFAA prototype unit
element as the AUT. We choose a half-wavelength dipole, situated λ/4 above a finite
ground plane, to act as our probe antenna. This choice allows for simple modelling in
FEKO, as well as providing a probe pattern directed along bore-sight which will serve to
emphasise the effect of probe correction. Conforming to the configuration of a real-world
drone measurement, the probe antenna will be excited with a voltage source and moved
through the scan plane, while recording the voltage measured at the port of the AUT.
With the frequency set to 1 GHz, we simulate the measurement over a 10×10 m scan plane,
positioned z0 = 3λ above the AUT. The sample coordinates are chosen across a rectilinear
grid, with a Nyquist sample spacing ∆x = ∆y = λ/2, resulting in theM×N sample plane,
where M = N = 68. In order to determine both the co- and cross-polarisation patterns
of the AUT, it is necessary to perform two measurements with different probes. This is
accomplished by simply rotating the dipole 90° about its z-axis, in order to form an x̂-
and ŷ polarised antenna. The recorded voltage at the AUT for each probe orientation
gives us the two responses U1 and U2, where their respective magnitudes over the sample
plane are shown in Figs. 5.2.1a and 5.2.1b. By keeping the phase of the source constant,
we ensure that the measured voltage at the AUT is made with zero phase error.




























(a) U1 with x̂-polarised probe


























(b) U2 with ŷ-polarised probe
Figure 5.2.1: Magnitude of the voltage measured over the scan plane for both probe
orientations
In order to account for the effects of the probe when predicting the far-field using FI-
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AFTA, it is necessary to include the probe far-field receiving pattern, represented by the
term P1/2(kφ, kθ, φm, θn) in (2.3.54). This requires the determination of the full complex
field pattern of the probe, which would be available from a preceding near-field measure-
ment. By keeping the orientation of the probe fixed during the measurement, its pattern
remains constant and is not dependent on φm and θn. During a real drone measurement,
any deviation in the orientation should be measured with the various sensors outlined in
Section 3.3, where the Eulerian angle rotations performed in Section 2.3.1 can be used
to subsequently determine the probe pattern at each measurement location. The probe
pattern here is determined by simulating the dipole in FEKO and extracting the radiated
far-field. This pattern is interpolated over the discrete directions kφp and kθq determined
by the quadrature rule over the Ewald sphere of the AUT. With a multipole order of
L = 16, we calculate the transformed far-field patterns of the AUT and compare this to
the reference for the azimuthal planes φ = 0 °, φ = 45 ° and φ = 90 °, shown in Fig. 5.2.2,
Fig. 5.2.3 and Fig. 5.2.4 respectively. Also included in these plots is the uncorrected far-
field patterns, calculated assuming an ideal probe was used in the measurement. It can
be seen how not taking into account the directivity of the probe causes the uncorrected
pattern to be underestimated in the off-axis directions. Results for the corrected patterns
show how this is alleviated, resulting in a predicted far-field that represents the reference
to a satisfactory degree of accuracy.







































Figure 5.2.2: Comparing corrected and uncorrected radiation patterns from simulated
measurement for φ = 0◦
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Figure 5.2.3: Comparing corrected and uncorrected radiation patterns from simulated
measurement for φ = 45◦





































Figure 5.2.4: Comparing corrected and uncorrected radiation patterns from simulated
measurement for φ = 90◦
5.3 Phase Extraction
Throughout our analysis thus far, the fields and measured quantities of interest have been
considered as complex values in the frequency domain. In order to get a better handle on
the phase extraction problem at hand, we consider the time domain equivalent of these
quantities i.e. their instantaneous values. Considering the example of an x̂-polarised
electric field E(r) = Ex(x, y, z)x̂. As with any complex number, we can write Ex in
exponential form as
Ex(x, y, z) = |Ex(x, y, z)| ejΦ , (5.3.1)
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where Φ is the phase of the field. The value of this field as it varies in time t is given by
the instantaneous field quantity Ẽx, where






|Ex(x, y, z)| ej(ωt+Φ)
}
= |Ex(x, y, z)| cos (ωt+ Φ)
, (5.3.2)
where ω is the angular frequency ω = 2πf in radians/second with f being the frequency
in hertz. The above shows that, at a fixed point, we see a sinusoidally varying time signal
of constant amplitude, which has been shifted along the time axis by Φ. Considering the
fact that our choice of initial time t = t0 is an arbitrary one, the phase Φ must be defined
in terms of some common reference point, which remains constant for all (x, y, z). The
accurate implementation of this phase reference is a major topic in near-field antenna
measurements, where the requirements on stability increases with frequency.
Consider our measurement configuration, where a source voltage is used to excite the
probe antenna, which, in turn transmits a signal received by the AUT causing a voltage
response at its port. The phase of this measured voltage Φmeas can be seen as the phase
of the source Φsource which has undergone a number of phase shifts caused by different
contributing factors. Neglecting various phase contributions, such as that of the cables,
we can write
Φmeas = Φsource + Φt + Φfree + Φr , (5.3.3)
where Φt and Φr are the phase contributions of the transmitting probe and receiving AUT
respectively, and Φfree is the phase shift seen as the wave propagates through free space.
This free space propagation is intrinsically included in the near- to far-field transformation
being employed, which also accounts for Φt during probe correction. This leads us to
conclude that, in order to properly extract the receiving phase characteristics of the AUT
Φr, the measured phase Φmeas must be taken in reference to Φsource, i.e. one must record
the difference between these two phase values. This is accomplished during simulation
in FEKO by keeping the source phase zero and referencing all measurements to this zero
phase. In practise, a two-port vector network analyser (VNA) is used, whereby the ports
are connected to the AUT and probe via coaxial cables. Compared to a spectrum analyser,
which purely measures the power amplitude of a received signal, the VNA generates and
transmits a test signal on one port, whilst measuring the received response at the other. By
tapping off a portion of the generated signal and using as a reference, both the amplitude
and phase of the received wave can be measured, allowing for a full complex S-parameter
characterisation. Considering near-field measurements performed with a UAV acting as a
test source, we no longer have a closed system where the source and received signals are
handled by the same device. Rather, the source is generated by wave synthesisers aboard
the drone whilst the response at the AUT is measured separately, with no knowledge
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of the test signal. While one could provide a common phase reference to the drone
and AUT via cables, this would no doubt impede the movement of the UAV, as well as
adding complexity to it’s design. We must therefore resort to either providing a common
phase reference in a semi-detached fashion, or make use of an algorithm to retrieve the
phase information mathematically. Such phase-less, near- to far-field transformations exist
which attempt to calculate the far-field radiation pattern of the AUT, given amplitude
only near-field measurement data. These methods, such as those employing FIAFTA in
[65] and [66], allow near-field measurements to be performed utilising a spectrum analyser
to record the amplitude-only response of the AUT. Such algorithms often require the
near-field to be measured on more than one surface, whereby the phase pattern of the
AUT is reconstructed by considering different combinations of these measured responses.
These added sampling requirements, together with the concern that probe positioning
inaccuracies may seriously affect the performance of such phase reconstruction methods,
leads us to consider an alternative option.
We resort to incorporating a second antenna which is used to provide a phase reference
to the measured response at the AUT. With this reference antenna placed in the vicinity of
the AUT, as depicted in Fig. 5.3.1, we simultaneously record the full complex response seen
at both antennas during the measurement process. This can be accomplished in practise
by using a 2-channel oscilloscope, which is set to trigger on the incoming reference signal
Vref , whilst recording the response seen at the AUT Vaut. This allows us to measure the
phase difference between these two antennas which, assuming the receiving characteristics
of the reference antenna are well-known, allows us to determine the true phase response
of the AUT. This is accomplished by noting that the equivalent source currents, J̃φ and J̃θ
employed by FIAFTA, are directly related to the far-field pattern of an antenna by (1.2.2).
Thus, with the pattern of the reference antenna known, we can use FIAFTA to predict
the response Vref for the given measurement configuration. Here, we use the translation
operator TL(k, rrp) from (2.3.51) with rrp the vector from the reference antenna to the
probe. With the reference placed at rr and probe at rp, we have rrp = rp − rr. This
translation operator, together with the transmitting characteristics of the probe, is used
in (2.3.54) to determine the predicted response Vref seen at the output of the reference
antenna, whilst assuming the source voltage Vs has a constant phase of zero. Then, by
taking the difference between the phase of this predicted response to that of the actual
Vref measured at the reference, we can determine the phase of Vs at the probe. This phase
is then taken into account in order to determine the true response of the AUT Vaut from
the random phase measurement.
Simulating this phase extraction problem in FEKO, we follow the configuration of
Fig. 5.3.1, placing a reference antenna on the y-axis at rr = yref ŷ, a distance yref away
from the AUT at the origin. As in Section 5.2, we excite the probe with the source voltage
Vs, only this time, for each measurement point, the phase is randomly chosen out of a
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Figure 5.3.1: Measurement configuration with reference antenna to extract phase
uniform distribution between 0° and 360°. By assuming this source phase as unknown,
we essentially mimic the situation of a practical near-field measurement performed with
an unknown, random source. Moving on, we choose a seven element Yagi-Uda antenna
(or Yagi for short) to function as a reference during our FEKO near-field measurement
simulation. As shown by the schematic in Fig. 5.3.2a, the Yagi features an array of linear
wire elements, where only a single element is supplied with a source voltage. The other
elements are seen to couple to this driven element, and serve to reflect, and direct, the
radiation in the broadside direction. The length and spacing of these elements is depen-
dent on the wave-length of the desired operating frequency, where standard choices can
be found in [67] for Yagi’s with different boom lengths. Choosing a boom length of 1λ for
a frequency of 1 GHz, we design an x-polarised Yagi according to the dimensions given in
[67] and simulate in FEKO, where the resulting Ludwig 3 co-polarised far-field is shown















Figure 5.3.2: Yagi-Uda antenna with 7-elements aligned with x-axis
simulation, orientating the polarisation to align with the probe antenna for each scan.
Using the same sampling configuration as in Section 5.2, and with the reference Yagi at
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yref = 1 m, we simulate the near-field measurement whilst randomly varying the phase of
the source voltage. Performing the phase extraction method defined above, we compute
the far-field of the AUT using FIAFTA. The resulting patterns from this reconstructed
phase measurement are shown for different azimuthal planes in Figs. 5.3.3–5.3.5, where,
together with the ideal reference far-field, we also show the pattern resulting from the per-
fect phase measurement performed in Fig. 5.2. It can be seen that the predicted patterns
obtained for the reconstructed phase measurement are notably corrupted, particularly in
the φ = 90° plane. It is suspected that, at a separation distance of 1 m, there is sig-
nificant mutual coupling between the AUT and reference antenna, serving to alter their
radiation patterns from that computed when the antennas are isolated. Considering the
ĉo-polarised radiation pattern of the Yagi given by Fig. 5.3.2b, as well as that of the AUT
given in Fig. 3.2.3a, we see that, for our measurement configuration, the yz-plane contains
the maximum beamwidth of both antennas. This then may explain why the predicted
pattern at φ = 90° is the most severely affected, as this is the plane which sees the most
mutual coupling between the AUT and reference.















































Figure 5.3.3: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 0° with reconstructed phase using
reference antenna at yref = 1 m
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Figure 5.3.4: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 45° with reconstructed phase using
reference antenna at yref = 1 m


















































Figure 5.3.5: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 90° with reconstructed phase using
reference antenna at yref = 1 m
Proceeding to analyse this coupling effect more closely, we compute the direct far-fields
of both antennas in FEKO, with the reference antenna placed 1 m away from the AUT.
First, the AUT is driven with a voltage source and the direct far-field is computed when
in the presence of the reference antenna, which is terminated in a 50Ω load impedance.
The result is then compared to the far-field computed when the reference antenna is
removed from the simulation. Given that the reference antenna’s far-field pattern also
affects the measurement, the above is repeated, only now with the voltage source driving
the reference antenna and the AUT is terminated with the load. The resulting far-
field patterns are shown in Fig. 5.3.6, where a slight but noticeable difference can be
seen between the isolated and coupled far-field patterns. The far-field error ei shown in
the legends is computed as in Chapter 4, with the FoV is taken as the whole forward
hemisphere for θ ≤ 90°. While the coupling effect on the far-field patterns is slight, we
should nevertheless increase the spacing between the antennas in order to avoid building
errors into our system. To ascertain a suitable spacing between the reference antenna and
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Figure 5.3.6: Comparing far-fields of isolated AUT and reference antenna to coupled
patterns when yref = 1 m
the AUT, we repeat the above experiment while increasing the position of the reference
antenna on the y-axis between 1 m ≤ y ≤ 20 m. The resulting error ei, in decibels,
for both antennas is shown in Fig. 5.3.7, where it can be seen that ei closely matches
the measured coupling between the two ports S21. While Fig. 5.3.7 shows some level of




















Figure 5.3.7: Comparing scalar far-field error ei with the magnitude of mutual coupling
between the AUT and reference antenna S21 for increasing distance between the two
antennas
interaction between the antennas, even when placed as far as 20 m apart, the affect on the
resulting far-field patterns is slight and almost imperceptible for yref ≥ 2 m. Nonetheless,
we find that performing a near-field measurement simulation with z0 = 3λ and yref = 4 m,
still produces an unsatisfactory result in the φ = 90° plane, as shown in Fig. 5.3.8.
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Figure 5.3.8: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 90° with reconstructed phase using
reference antenna at yref = 4 m and z0 = 3λ
This leads us to consider the possibility that this coupling affect seen in the directly
computed far-field may be more pronounced in the region closer to the antennas, where
the near-field measurement is performed. In this light, we analyse the directly computed
near-fields in the region around the AUT and reference. More specifically, given that our
previous findings show that the predicted patterns at φ = 90° are most severely affected,
we consider the near-field in the yz-plane between −5 ≤ y ≤ 5 metres and 1 ≤ z ≤ 6
metres. Then, analogous to the procedure previously performed in the far-field, we excite
the AUT in the presence of the reference antenna and compare the recorded near-field
in the chosen plane to that computed when the AUT is isolated. Given a reciprocal
system, this effect the reference antenna has on the transmitted field of the AUT also
describes the effect seen when the AUT is receiving a signal from a source placed at the
corresponding point in the field. Furthermore, given that the receiving properties of the
reference antenna also affect our far-field prediction (in the phase extraction process), we
repeat the experiment with the reference acting as a source, analysing the affect the AUT
has on it’s transmitted field. The error in the field seen here is then added to that found
for the AUT, in order to give a total error level which is an indication as to the incurred
error seen in the far-field pattern prediction. This is carried out with the reference antenna
placed at yref = 1 m, where the magnitude and phase error is shown in Figs. 5.3.9a and
5.3.9b respectively. We see that the errors encountered are more severe the closer we are
to the ground plane, where we see a phase error of over 10°, corresponding to a wavelength
error of around λ/30. Furthermore, particularly in the phase plot, we see low error levels
in the region where each antenna has a clear FoV, unobstructed by the presence of the
other antenna.
It is now clear that both the distance yref between the AUT and reference, together
with the height z0 of the chosen measurement plane, affect the phase extracted near-field
measurement in question. In order to obtain adequate results, these variables should be
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Figure 5.3.9: Near-field error in the yz-plane, displaying difference between directly mea-
sured field with and without reference antenna placed at y = 1 m
chosen such that the measurement plane lies within in a region where each antenna has an
unobstructed FoV. To find suitable choices for both, we repeat the above experiment 34
times, shifting the reference antenna by λ/2 along the ŷ-axis from yref1 m to yref = 6 m.
Then, for each measurement, we compute the average error seen along −5 ≤ y ≤ 5 m as
a function of height z above the antennas. These results are collated in order to produce
the 2D plots shown in Fig. 5.3.10, which show the average error seen in the field as a
function of height z above the antennas and separation distance yref . These contour
plots, which show decreasing levels of error for increasing z and yref , can be used in order
to find a suitable choice of measurement configuration. In so doing, one should keep in
mind that these results are obtained from the fields as directly calculated in FEKO, whilst
not considering probe effects, nor the phase extraction process itself. Thus, whilst the
difference seen in the direct near-fields may be slight, any implicit error built into the
measurement here will be compounded when extracting the far-field pattern of the AUT
and may corrupt the results significantly.























































Figure 5.3.10: Contour plots showing the average near-field error between −5 ≤ y ≤ 5 m
as a function of increasing height z above the AUT and position of reference antenna yref
Informed by the above investigation, we set up the measurement simulation with
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z0 = 4 m and yref = 4 m. The resulting far-field pattern predictions for different φ-cuts
are shown in Figs. 5.3.11–5.3.13. It can be seen that increasing the separation distance
yref between the AUT and reference antenna, as well as the height of the measurement
plane z0, serves to improve the results considerably. However, there is still a slight ripple
affecting the φ = 90° plane prediction.















































Figure 5.3.11: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 0° with reconstructed phase using
reference antenna at yref = 4 m and z0 = 4 m














































Figure 5.3.12: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 45° with reconstructed phase using
reference antenna at yref = 4 m and z0 = 4 m
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Figure 5.3.13: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 90° with reconstructed phase using
reference antenna at yref = 4 m and z0 = 4 m
5.4 Practical Phase Extracted Measurement
We wish to proceed our investigation by performing a practical near-field antenna mea-
surement which illustrates the techniques of probe correction and phase extraction per-
formed in the simulations above. Considering the MFAA prototype element introduced
in Section 3.2.1 as our AUT, we emulate the phase extraction problem in the anechoic
chamber by exciting the probe with a voltage source which is generated independently
from the instrument used to the response at the AUT. While the chamber provides a con-
trolled environment and accurate probe positioning system, physical constraints limit the
size of our scan plane which decreases the maximum angle θmax over which the far-field
pattern can be accurately predicted. Specifically, we are limited to the square scan plane
with side lengths of 1.95 m, which is considerably smaller than the 10x10 metre scan
plane considered in the simulation of the problem. With this relatively small scan plane,
θmax decreases considerably, even if we perform the measurement close to the antenna
at z0 = 3λ, where (2.3.50) gives θmax ≈ 42°. In addition to decreasing the angle over
which we can expect a valid far-field prediction, sampling this scan plane at a Nyquist
spacing of λ/2, and attempting to solve for the equivalent currents over the AUT (with
multipole order L = 16), results in a situation where the number of unknowns outweighs
the total number of measurement samples. With this under-determined system, will af-
fect the performance of FIAFTA to predict the far-field pattern, even within the valid
region given by θmax. Furthermore, we are not able to place the reference antenna as far
away from the AUT as was indicated necessary to reduce mutual coupling affects between
the antennas. Before proceeding with any practical measurement, we briefly return to
FEKO and simulate the problem considering our new set of limitations in order to gauge
the effect they will have on our experiment. Choosing yref = 1.085 m and z0 = 3λ m
(corresponding to a convenient configuration in the chamber), we simulate the near-field
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measurement for the reduced 1.95x1.95 metre scan plane. The predicted far-field patterns
resulting are shown for different φ cuts in Figs. 5.4.1–5.4.3. Together with the patterns
which result from utilising our phase reconstruction method, we have also included results
which assume this phase is perfectly extracted, i.e. we use the exact phase values which
were assigned to the source voltage at the probe instead of using the reference antenna to
determine this. The results show a noticeable level of corruption in the patterns predicted
with the reconstructed phase, where again it is most severe at φ = 90°. Even the patterns
obtained considering a perfect phase extraction are seen to suffer from the close spacing
between the AUT and reference antenna.

















































Figure 5.4.1: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 0° for limited scan plane measurement
simulation, taken at z0 = 3λ and reconstructed phase using reference antenna at yref =
1 m
















































Figure 5.4.2: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 45° for limited scan plane measurement


















































Figure 5.4.3: Transformed far-field pattern at φ = 90° for limited scan plane measurement
simulation, taken at z0 = 3λ and reconstructed phase using reference antenna at yref =
1 m
We find that our simulation of the problem indicates that the given measurement
configuration will produce rather unsatisfactory results. Nevertheless, with limited alter-
natives, we proceed with the practical measurement as is. At the very least, finding a
level of corruption in the practical measurement akin to that found for the simulation,
will corroborate some of our previous sentiments on phase extraction and serve to warrant
further investigation into the subject. With the same probe antenna (RGP10) used in the
spherical near-field measurement of Section 3.2.1, we proceed with the measurement in
the configuration given above. We use a printed LPDA as our reference antenna, which
possesses similar maximum dimensions and co-polarised beam pattern as the Yagi used in
the simulation. Emulating the situation we would have for a UAV-based measurement, we
use an AnaPico signal generator to excite the probe antenna with a 1 GHz source, whilst
recording the response seen at the AUT and reference with a high-speed Tektronix MS06
oscilloscope. The measurement process involved recording the time domain responses seen
at the AUT and reference antenna for each probe position in the scan plane. An example
of these recorded signals for a single measurement point is shown in Fig. 5.4.4, where one
can see a clear phase difference between the two waves. Subsequently, we take the FFT




















of each of these recorded time domain signals to get the response of each antenna over
a 14×14 sample grid. This is performed for both co- and cross-polarisation by rotating
the AUT by 90° about ẑ, giving the two sets of responses for the AUT U1 and U2. The
magnitude of these two responses is shown in Fig. 5.4.5, where U1 corresponds to the
polarisation of the probe aligned with x̂, and U2 corresponds to alignment with ŷ.




















































Figure 5.4.5: Magnitude of response measured on AUT for practical near-field measure-
ment
We proceed to reconstruct the phase of the response by employing our reconstruction
method, where the far-field pattern of the LPDA is given from a previous near-field
measurement. Unfortunately, such measured data was not available for the RGP10 probe
and we resorted to modelling this structure in FEKO in order to extract its far-field
pattern at 1 GHz. As well as being used in the phase extraction process, this pattern is also
required to correct for the directionality of the probe transmitting pattern during probe
correction. The predicted far-field patterns from this phase reconstructed measurement
are shown in Figs. 5.4.6–5.4.8 for different φ-cuts in, where the reference pattern is that
which we determined in Section 3.2.1 using a conventional near-field measurement. We
include both the corrected and uncorrected pattern predictions, where, as in Section 5.2,
we see that correcting for the directionality of the probe serves to increase the off-axis
pattern values, making for a wider co-polarised beam in the predicted AUT patterns.
We see a similar level of corruption in the patterns to that observed for the simulation
of this configuration. Yet again we notice that the φ = 90° is the worst affected, where
Fig. 5.4.8a shows how the predicted beam falls off sharply to the sides.
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Figure 5.4.6: Predicted patterns at φ = 0◦ for practical, phase extracted measurement






































Figure 5.4.7: Predicted patterns at φ = 45◦ for practical, phase extracted measurement







































Figure 5.4.8: Predicted patterns at φ = 90◦ for practical, phase extracted measurement
Although these plots leave a lot to be desired in terms of accuracy, our phase recon-
structed near-field measurement does at least capture the general shape of the far-field.
This can be seen by considering the 3D pattern plots which result from this measurement
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in Fig. 5.4.9, to those obtained for the conventional spherical near-field measurement per-
formed in Section 3.2.1 and reprinted here for convenience in Fig.5.4.10. Whilst we cannot
expect our planar measurement to be as accurate as the spherical measurement for large
θ angles, we find that we are able to describe the main beam of the AUT reasonably well
close to bore-sight.
(a) Co-polarised (b) Cross-polarised
Figure 5.4.9: Predicted far-field patterns from practical phase extraction measurement of
MFAA prototype element
(a) Co-polarised (b) Cross-polarised
Figure 5.4.10: Reference far-field for MFAA antenna, computed from spherical near-field





This dissertation presented a study into the viability of near-field antenna pattern mea-
surements, performed utilising a UAV equipped with DGPS/RTK. With specific context
to the MFAA, we sought to investigate two key concerns posed when considering mea-
surements of this nature. Namely, the effect positional errors associated with DGPS/RTK
will have on the prediction of far-field patterns and the issue of including phase in the
near-field measurement.
To this end, we considered two near- to far-field transformation algorithms, the planar
plane wave expansion (PPWE) and the fast irregular antenna field transformation algo-
rithm (FIAFTA). The sensitivity of each algorithm to random probe positioning errors
was analysed and compared in Chapter 4, where we found that the results produced by
FIAFTA were far superior to those of the PPWE. Considering a 5 cm positional error,
typically associated with DGPS/RTK, FIAFTA is seen to produce reasonable results up
to around 200 MHz, whereas the PPWE is heavily corrupted as low as 50 MHz. For the
band of interest 450–1450MHz, however, we find that both algorithms produce largely
unsatisfactory results, bringing the viability of performing such measurements on the
MFAA into question. Proceeding to analyse the effect of this 5 cm error on the MFAA
prototype element, we found that FIAFTA was, in fact, able to produce reasonable re-
sults up to 1 GHz, although this required heavily oversampling the measurement plane.
Other methods which may improve these results involve extending FIAFTA to include a
priori knowledge of the AUT in order to restrict the solution space. Alternatively, the
representation of equivalent sources in terms of spherical harmonics or mesh segments
describing the actual AUT structure may present a more robust formulation of FIAFTA.
We then proceeded to investigate the process of extracting phase from the AUT re-
sponse, when considering a randomly varying, unknown source phase. Here we utilised
a reference antenna which was included in the measurement configuration and simulta-
neously recorded the response seen at both the AUT and reference. With the receiving
characteristics of this reference antenna known, we were able to reconstruct the phase
response of the near-field measurement. However, it was observed that mutual coupling
between the AUT and reference antenna had a considerable effect on the predicted far-
field patterns and one should consider the placement of these antennas very carefully.
Moreover, we find that the separation distance between the antennas required to negate
these effects is large enough to serve as a hindrance when attempting measurements within
a confined space. This fact is demonstrated at the end of Chapter 5, where we attempt
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